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Foreword

store and e-commerce processes. At an operational 
level, we also kept fine-tuning our performance in 
2009. For instance, we put much effort in 2009 in 
further optimising our managed Services processes. 
We also focused on resource management in 2009, 
in order to improve the availability of our people.  
Finally, cross-selling was a major topic. By also 
building bridges internally between people, depart-
ments and sectors, we are now even better able to 
deliver our wide range of products and services.

the focus on these issues has allowed us to position 
ourselves optimally to face anything the future holds 
for us. Ctac can build on a strategy aimed at the long 
term. in the coming years, we will continue to work 
on the further development of our Ctac Powerhouse 
model and on achieving synergy advantages. in  
addition, we will continue to focus on further  
strengthening our market position in the netherlands, 
Belgium and germany and on exploring expansion 
opportunities in other european countries. We there-
fore look to the future with great confidence. 

in order to cope with the challenges offered by the 
crunch, we adopted a resilient, pragmatic and above 
all enterprising position. We have – wholly in line 
with our motto – built bridges, both internally and 
externally.

We built bridges between people and technology. 
But also between clients and Ctac. Between partners 
and Ctac. And mutually between departments. 
Ctac's culture plays an important role in this.  
For a good bridge requires a strong foundation.  
the components of this foundation are resilience and 
a straightforward attitude, a passion for craftsman-
ship, customer focus and a good eye for people.  
the last is crucial. indeed, people are our most 
important asset. We are therefore delighted that 
the decline remained limited in 2009, despite the 
negative results.  

in 2009, we reinforced our position in several areas. 
A good example is the international rollout of XV 
retail, our multi Channel retail solution, supporting 

The year 2009 will be remembered as a particularly challenging year.  
After several years of above-average growth, Ctac had to mark time in 2009.  
But we were not alone and our 2009 results are a reflection of the market  
sentiment. Despite the challenging market, Ctac did not throw in the towel.
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Key figures   2009  2008 

results (in eur x 1 million)

Net turnover  68.4  72.3 
Gross margin  51.0  56.1 
Operating result   (1.8)  7.7 
Result from ordinary activities before taxation  (2.6)  6.7 
Net result  (2.1)  4.9 
Cash flow (net result plus depreciation)   0.8  7.3 

employees (in fte)
As at 31 December   445  455 
Average during the year  460  415 
Turnover per employee (per fte x EUR 1,000)  149  174 
Turnover per chargeable employee (per fte x EUR 1,000)  168  192 

capital
Shareholders’ equity  18.4  22.0 
Net debt  3.4  1.9
Total equity  43.9  50.4
 
ratios
Operating result / net turnover  (2.6%)  10.7% 
Net result / net turnover  (3.1%)  6.8% 
Net result / average shareholders’ equity  (10.5%)  30.4% 
Shareholders’ equity / total equity  41.8%  43.6% 

Figures per share of eur 0.24 nominal value
Weighted average of ordinary shares issued  11,526,459  11,069,062
Net earnings  (0.18)  0.45   
Cash flow (net result plus depreciation)  0.07  0.66 
Shareholders’ equity  1.59  1.99 
Proposed dividend in cash  0  0.13

ctac in figures
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ctac profile

we strongly position ourselves in the market based 
on a flexible, agile and demand-oriented approach. 
the model is based on specialised, business- 
oriented, independently operating business units 
through which various different specialisms are 
focused according to their particular area - branch, 
service or solution - in a very effective way, while 
simultaneously contributing their expertise to the 
overall business entity: Ctac.
  
Ctac Powerhouse stands for synergy through  
collaboration. A fruitful collaboration between the  
various business units resulting in surprising innova-
tions, expanded competencies and the possibility  
to combine personal entrepreneurship with the  
development of specialist solutions. Ctac Power-
house stands for specialisation, knowledge and a 
pragmatic, results-oriented attitude. Ctac Powerhouse 
also stands for successful national and international 
partnerships. Partnerships with our clients and  
partnerships with the distributors of our solutions. 
And also partnerships with vendors such as SAP & 
microsoft. the result is decisiveness, strength, and 
widely applicable, effective and efficient solutions. 

Within Ctac Powerhouse, craftsmanship and commit-
ment go hand in hand with a pragmatic, enterprising 
attitude. Consultants are professionally driven and 
have a personal commitment to projects. With the 
development and maintenance of knowledge as key. 
All this yields a rock-solid organisation and more 
added value for our customers. 
 

ctac briDgEs thE gap bEtWEEn pEoplE 
anD tEchnology
Ctac is a successful, internationally operating it  
service provider in the field of erP systems. Ctac 
offers a wide range of information management 
and business process solutions. We help our clients 
achieve lower costs, more sales, better products and/
or a larger market share. With our strategic solutions, 
we build bridges between people and technology, 
pragmatically and in a results-oriented way. We do this 
for various companies, of all sizes and in several  
different industries. delivering sustainable added 
value for customers is always our top priority.

complEtE portFolio
Ctac offers a very comprehensive portfolio. our offering 
ranges from licensing and implementation of solutions 
right through to  management and hosting. We also 
facilitate optimisation and improvement projects. this 
enables us to provide complete end-to-end solutions.
We offer industry-specific applications based on 
standard software components and deep process 
knowledge. the result? Powerful solutions that are 
characterised by an optimal alignment between 
software, business processes and employees. natu-
rally. Because this alignment forms the basis for an 
effective, powerful system. A system that can help 
customers realise their ambitions, optimise their  
performance and achieve their strategic objectives.

strong businEss moDEl
Ctac operates according to the Ctac Powerhouse 
business model. using this unique business model,  
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bounDary-crossing organisational 
moDEl
our organisational model clusters our specialisms 
and activities into four sectors: Ctac Business Services, 
Ctac managed Services, Ctac Professional Services 
and Ctac Sme. We serve clients from all industries in 
the netherlands and Belgium. We also have a number 
of ongoing initiatives in other european countries. 
this cross-border approach enables us to manage 
both national and international (rollout) projects.

Ctac Business Services 
Ctac has deep knowledge of various industries and 
markets, from food and retail to logistics, utilities and 
wholesale. Ctac Business Services acts as a business 
partner and business consultant for these markets. We 
also offer bespoke solutions in the industry. Business 
Services knows the challenges, follows new develop-
ments closely and speaks the language of the market.
 
Ctac Managed Services 
Ctac managed Services provides management, 
hosting and system optimisation. With Ctac managed 
Services, we take care of systems (SAP and non-SAP) 
so our clients don’t have to. Ctac managed  
Services supports the complete lifecycle of systems  
so customers are able to fully concentrate on their 
core business.

Ctac Professional Services 
Ctac Professional Services deploys deep product 
knowledge to optimise core processes and resolve 

specific customer issues. Professional Services has 
knowledge of Business intelligence (Bi), Customer 
relationship management (Crm) and integration  
(SAP Pi) among others. We give advice, make  
improvements and train users.

Ctac SME
the Sme sector includes all of Ctac's activities in 
the field of small and medium-sized businesses. We 
provide solutions based on software from SAP and 
microsoft dynamics for these businesses. Ctac Sme 
 is a one-stop shop for licensing, implementation  
projects, optimisations and upgrades, functional 

support, technical suppor and  hosting and solutions 
based on ASP models.

spEcialisED
Ctac basically supports every type of organisation 
in any industry, but is particularly leading within its 
focus industries: food, feed logistics, wholesale, 
manufacturing, real estate, retail and utilities. Within 
these industries, we set the trends with innovative 
and advanced projects, powerful templates, senior 
industry knowledge and a strong understanding of 
the opportunities that it has to offer the companies in 
these sectors. Besides industry knowledge, Ctac also 
has deep knowledge of SAP and microsoft.

spEcialisms
Management, hosting and improvement
Supports the entire SAP lifecycle. Features a compre-
hensive management and hosting package that not 
only focuses on maintenance, but also on the contin-
uous improvement of the functionality of SAP systems.

System and network management
Contributes to the unburdening of resources within 
the it department through proactive management of 
information systems and networks. Prevents disasters 
and ensures continuity. the ASP service enables  
companies to focus on their core business.

Retail Solutions
SAP retail solutions for retail and wholesale businesses. 
Qualified SAP retail templates. Project responsibility 

and business consultancy. XV retail is the complete 
and flexible software solution for optimal support of 
multi channel retail processes, fully integrated with 
SAP.

Food & Feed
Aimed at improving processes in which supply and 
demand can fluctuate widely, for products with a  
limited shelf life. Auction processes and the coordina-
tion of transportation demand with production  
planning, are two examples of our specialist  
knowledge in this field.

“  Within Ctac Powerhouse, craftsmanship  
and commitment go hand in hand with a 
pragmatic, enterprising attitude”
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SAP Logistics Services
Aimed at the improvement of logistics performance. 
Accompanies change processes and provides  
advanced solutions for storage methods and 
inventory planning, among others. total solutions 
for managing logistics processes. Specialist in SAP 
logistics modules for warehousing, distribution and 
transportation. With a focus on mobile applications 
and AidC in the workplace.

Utilities 
Provides business management consultancy in and 
around systems (SAP erP and SAP iS-u) and business 
processes. the service offering includes application 
consulting, project management and business consul-
ting. Specialised in the utilities sector, with relations in 
production, trading and (semi-)public businesses.

Real Estate 
the it partner for real estate. Ctac positions its CHAre 
application as a flexible foundation for process- 
oriented information management for real estate 
processes and activities. the functionality of CHAre 
ranges from customer relationship management, 
(financial) administration, project administration, 
maintenance and property management to strategic 
supply and treasury.
 
PLM-cycle for capital-intensive firms
management and optimisation of maintenance  
processes, organisations and information systems. 
Specialised in Asset management. For a higher  
efficiency of production resources, better reporting, 
cost reduction and optimal customer satisfaction.

Management Information with SAP BI,  
BusinessObjects and QlikView
Provides management with accurate reports at any 
desired level. Helps businesses to get a better grip on 
their own organization. Specialist in SAP Business  
Warehouse, Financial Performance management 
(FPm) and SAP Businessobjects. Ctac is an official 
partner of QlikView.

SAP NetWeaver, SAP Portal and integration with 
SAP systems
optimises business processes based on SAP  
net Weaver. increases productivity through the  

deployment of SAP Portal and cross applications. 
integration of processes and applications using Pi. 
Process design (BPm) based on Service oriented 
Architecture (SoA).

CRM and SRM with SAP
implementation and optimisation of SAP Crm and 
SAP Srm solutions.
to achieve greater customer loyalty, increased  
revenue and improved commercial and service pro-
cesses on the sales side. Creates sharper conditions 
and simplified processes on the purchasing side.

Testing
Aimed at professionally and structurally testing SAP 
and related applications during release changes and 
other major changes to the systems. Both by advising 
during the setup of the management organisation 
of our clients, as by helping to perform the required 
activities during the testing itself.

Microsoft Dynamics CRM and Microsoft  
Dynamics NAV
Able to seamlessly connect microsoft dynamics 
Crm to SAP. Business processes, including customer 
relationship management, are optimised. Ctac offers 
microsoft dynamics nAV for specific branches.

Training and change management
training consultancy, workshops and practical training 
in the use and management of SAP systems. uses 
practical tools to present change management in the 
desired way and to reach an optimal project outcome.

SAP Business All-in-One and SAP Business One
Pragmatic SAP solutions and products like SAP 
Business All-in-one and SAP Business one. Also for 
branch-specific templates. exclusively designed for 
Smes, wholesalers, various manufacturing sectors and 
the food industry.

Ctac also provides secondment of SAP specialists. 
recruitment, selection, training and deployment of 
SAP specialists and Business Consultants to uniquely 
support any business process. 
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ctac slaat DE brug tussEn mEns En 
tEchniEk
Ctac is een succesvolle, internationaal opererende  
iCt-dienstverlener op het gebied van erP-systemen. 
Ctac levert een breed scala oplossingen op het gebied 
van informatiemanagement en bedrijfsprocessen. 
Wij helpen onze klanten bij het realiseren van lagere 
kosten, meer omzet, betere producten en/of een groter 
marktaandeel. met onze strategische oplossingen slaan 
we pragmatisch en resultaatgericht een brug tussen 
mens en techniek. dat doen we voor uiteenlopende 
bedrijven van elke omvang binnen diverse branches. 
Het leveren van duurzame toegevoegde waarde voor 
klanten staat daarbij altijd voorop. 

complEEt portFolio
Ctac biedt een uiterst compleet portfolio. ons 
aanbod loopt uiteen van licenties en de implemen-
tatie van oplossingen tot en met beheer en hosting. 
daarnaast verzorgen we optimalisatie- en verbeter-
projecten. Hierdoor zijn we in staat complete  
end-to-end oplossingen te leveren. 
Wij bieden branchespecifieke toepassingen op 
basis van standaardsoftwarecomponenten en 
diepgaande proceskennis. Het resultaat? krachtige 
oplossingen die zich kenmerken door een optimale 
afstemming tussen software, bedrijfsprocessen  
en medewerkers. Vanzelfsprekend. Want deze 
afstemming vormt de basis voor een effectief, 
krachtig systeem. een systeem dat klanten kan  
ondersteunen bij het realiseren van hun ambities, 
het optimaliseren van hun performance en het  
behalen van hun strategische doelstellingen. 

krachtig businEssmoDEl
Ctac opereert volgens het Ctac Powerhouse- 
businessmodel. middels dit unieke businessmodel 
zetten wij ons op basis van een flexibele, slagvaar-
dige en vraaggerichte werkwijze krachtig in de markt. 
Het model gaat uit van verschillende gespecialiseerde, 
ondernemende, zelfstandig opererende business-
units waarbinnen de verschillende specialismen  
op gestroomlijnde wijze hun aandachtsgebied –  
branche, dienst of solution – bedienen en tegelijker-
tijd hun expertise bijdragen aan het grote,  
over koepelende geheel: Ctac.
 
Ctac Powerhouse staat voor synergie door samen-
werking. Vruchtbare samenwerking tussen de 
businessunits onderling, resulterend in verrassende 
innovaties, ruimere competenties en de mogelijkheid 
om  persoonlijk ondernemerschap te combineren 
met het ontwikkelen van specialisme(n). Ctac  
Powerhouse staat voor specialisatie, kennis en een 
pragmatische, resultaatgerichte houding. Ctac Power-
house staat ook voor succesvolle nationale én interna-
tionale partnerships. Partnerships met opdrachtgevers. 
Partnerships met de distributeurs van onze oplos-
singen. en partnerships met leveranciers zoals SAP & 
microsoft. Het resultaat is daadkracht, slagkracht en 
breed toepasbare, efficiënte oplossingen. 

Binnen Ctac Powerhouse gaan vakmanschap en 
betrokkenheid hand in hand met een pragmatische, 
ondernemende houding. Consultants zijn inhoudelijk 
gedreven en werken vanuit een persoonlijk commit-
ment aan projecten. Het ontwikkelen en behouden 
van kennis staat daarbij centraal. dit alles resulteert 
in een sterke organisatie die staat als een huis en 
méér toegevoegde waarde voor onze klanten. 
 
grEnsovErschrijDEnD organisatiE-
moDEl
ons organisatiemodel clustert onze specialismen en 
activiteiten in vier sectoren: Ctac Business Services, 
Ctac managed Services, Ctac Professional Services en 
Ctac mkB. in nederland en België bedienen we alle 
sectoren. daarnaast lopen er gerichte initiatieven in 
een aantal andere europese landen. deze grensover-
schrijdende aanpak maakt dat we zowel nationale als 
internationale (rollout-)projecten kunnen begeleiden. 

Ctac Business Services 
Ctac heeft diepgaande kennis van diverse branches 
en markten, variërend van food en retail tot en met 
logistiek, utilities en groothandel. Voor deze markten 
treedt Ctac Business Services op als businesspartner 
en businessconsultant. We bieden bovendien op de 
branche toegesneden oplossingen aan. Business 
Services kent de uitdagingen, volgt nieuwe ontwikke-
lingen op de voet en spreekt de taal van de markt. 

Ctac Managed Services 
Ctac managed Services biedt beheer, hosting en 
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the ctac share
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capital paiD-up anD WithDraWn
the authorised capital amounts to eur 7,200,000 and 
is divided into 30,000,000 shares of eur 0.24 namely: 
14,999,999 ordinary shares, 15,000,000 preference 
shares and 1 priority share. the issued capital consists 
of 11,526,459 ordinary shares and 1 priority share.

Evolution oF sharE capital
the number of ordinary shares on 31 december 2009 
is 11,526,459. 

DiviDEnD policy
in principle, the Ctac dividend policy is based on 
the payment of 30 to 40 percent of the net profits to 
shareholders. in order to finance future growth, it is 
possible that Ctac may deviate from this policy. 

Financial schEDulE 2010/2011 

16 march  2010 Publication of 2009 financial results

15 April  2010 Publication of 2009 Annual report

14 may  2010 Shareholders Annual general meeting 

14 may  2010 Publication of quarterly report for the first quarter 2010

18 may  2010 Share is quoted ex-dividend

28 may  2010 dividend payout

31 August  2010 Publication of half-year figures

11 november  2010 Publication of quarterly report for the third quarter 2010

16 march  2011 Publication of 2010 annual returns

12 may  2011 Shareholders Annual general meeting 
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Key figures of ordinary shares 

Number of outstanding weighted average ordinary shares   11,526,459 
Highest closing price in 2009 (EUR)  3.33
Lowest closing price in 2009 (EUR)   2.00
Closing price at the end of 2009 (EUR)   2.32 
Net earnings per share (EUR)   (0.18) 
Operating profit per share (EUR)   (0.15)
Dividend per share (EUR)   0.00 
Dividend yield in % at the end of 2009   0%
Intrinsic value (EUR)   1.59

Data per share of eur 0.24 nominal  2009   2008

Number of outstanding weighted average ordinary shares  11,526,459  11,069,062
Net Result  (0.18)  0.45 
Cash flow (net profit plus depreciation)  0.07  0.66 
Equity  1.59  1.99 
Cash dividend proposal  0.00  0.13 

(large) shareholder structure at the end of 2009
Holder's   Interest

Zuidwal Holding B.V.*  27.2%
Alpha Holding B.V.**   14.3% 
Vereniging Friesland Bank   9.2% 
Otterbrabant Beheer B.V.   4.2%
Free float   45.1%

total   100%

*   is a subsidiary, within the meaning of Article 1 paragraph 1 d of the Act on disclosure of major Holdings in listed Companies 

(WmZ) of 1996, in conjunction with Article 24a Book 2 of the dutch Civil Code, owned by mr H.A.m. Cooymans.

**  idem for mr H.P.W.P.t.m. van groenendael.
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Mr. H.l.J. Hilgerdenaar
(1960), Dutch nationality

Statutory director
Chief Executive Officer (CEO) a.i

Mr. H.p.W.p.t.M. van Groenen-
dael (1960), Dutch nationality

Statutory director
Chief Operating Officer (COO)

Mr W.J. Wienbelt (1964),
Dutch nationality

Statutory director
Chief Financial Officer (CFO)

Board of Directors
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Mr. H.G.B. olde Hartmann  
(1959), Dutch nationality.

Chairman of the  
Supervisory Board.

owner-director of Financieel  
Bedrijfsmanagement (FBm), 
Board member at Paper  
manufacturing industry Van den 
Brink B.V., jamin Winkelbedrijf 
B.V., VSi B.V. and mastervolt 
international Holding B.V.

Appointed to Ctac's Supervisory 
Board in May 2005. Mr. Olde Hart-
mann's term of office is for four 
years and runs until the date of the 
2013 shareholders Annual General 
Meeting.

Mr. e. Kraaijenzank (1956),  
Dutch nationality.

 
 
director, CFo and Coo of 
Avebe.

Appointed to Ctac's Supervisory 
Board in May 2009. Mr. Kraaijen-
zank's current term of office is for 
four years and runs until the date 
of the 2013 shareholders Annual 
General Meeting.

Mr. H.p.M. Jägers (1941), 
Dutch nationality.

emeritus professor of the faculty 
of economics and Business at 
the university of Amsterdam. 
other major positions: member 
of the economic Council of the 
erfgoed Foundation, Chairman 
of the Social Support Act (Wmo) 
Council oisterwijk.

Appointed to Ctac's Supervisory 
Board in May 2002. Mr. Jägers' 
current term of office runs until 
the date of the 2010 shareholders 
Annual General Meeting.

Supervisory Board
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report of the  
Board of Directors

in some cases, the crisis forced them to divest and in 
extreme cases they succumbed to bankruptcy. influ-
enced by these challenging market circumstances, it 
projects were postponed more and more frequently 
and project margins and capacity utilisation at Ctac 
came strongly under pressure. 

A large part of the business community used the past 
year for setting things right again and for adjusting 
their organisations to the new reality. it plays a 
significant role in this and offers new opportunities. 
Because of the crisis and the persistent pressure 
on the readiness to invest, Ctac was able to benefit 
only moderately and it could by no means compen-
sate for the strong drop in demand for it solutions. 
Whereas turnover remained at a reasonable level 
because of the effect of acquisitions, the operating 
result dropped sharply in 2009. 

Against this background Ctac consciously dedicated 
itself in 2009 to strengthening the organisation by 
targeting its operating efficiency on the one hand 
and quality of service on the other. Several cost-
saving measures were taken during the course of the 
year. Hiring third parties was strongly reduced and 

conditional wage increases were reversed for all staff 
halfway through the year. on the other hand, various 
measures have been taken, such as intensifying 
and expanding the usage of partner technology in 
combination with our own technology, giving Ctac 
a stronger position for customers in specific market 
sectors.

Businesses now face the task of investing in it in a 
targeted way that will bring results. the pragmatic 
approach of Ctac with its solid knowledge of specific 
market sectors connects well with that vision. the 
key is to look further than mere technical ability and 
the unlimited functionality of it applications. more 
than ever, it is about offering bespoke solutions with 
specific added value that help customers to visibly 
improve their performance. Ctac has the ability to 
offer such solutions and will further approach the it 
market in a focused way in 2010.

2009 was marked by the economic crisis and was a difficult year for Ctac.  
After the best year ever for Ctac, at the beginning of 2009 the IT market  
changed from a sellers’ market to a buyers’ market. Many customers and  
potential customers faced reorganisation and cost-saving programmes. 

results  (x eur 1,000)  2009  2008 2007 2006  2005

Net turnover  68,366 72,320 50,300 38,120  22,704 
Net profit  (2,115) 4,947 1,691 2,123  1,023 
Staff
Average number of employees (FTE)  460 415 329 219  148 
ratios
Operating result/net turnover  (2.6%) 10.7% 7.3% 10.2%  8.1%
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stratEgy 
during the past few years, Ctac has grown to be a 
significant erP service provider, active in the dutch 
and Belgian markets and to a smaller extent in the 
german market. Since its inception, Ctac has been 
a company where man and technology are the 
most important ingredients of the business. People 
and technology are inseparably connected. there 
is no state-of-the-art technology without the right 
consultant and no best-in-class consultants without 
technology. therefore for Ctac, the most important 
strategic aim remains investing in these fields. it is 
Ctac’s mission to successfully offer solutions in the 
areas of information management and business 
processes with sustainable added value for its cus-
tomers. in this regard, Ctac stands out in the market 
by working according to the Powerhouse model. the 
model is based on various specialised, independently 
operating business units that are optimally equip-
ped for providing customers with specific products, 
market solutions or services of high quality. the Ctac 
holding supports these business units and ensures 
the required coherence and combination of powers. 
the fruitful mutual cooperation between the different 
specialisms leads not only to surprising innovations, 
but also to broader competencies. it also means that 
staff are able to combine personal entrepreneurship 
with developing specialisms. it is crucial for Ctac as 
a service provider that staff are able to build conti-
nuously upon their knowledge and expertise. only 
then can the company ensure quality.

Since may 2008, Ctac has operated from an orga-
nisational structure where business units are cluste-
red into the sectors, Ctac managed Services, Ctac 
Business Services, Ctac Professional Services and 
Ctac Sme, on the basis of similar strategic principles. 
Building on this organisational structure, cross-selling 
opportunities can be better exploited. during the past 
years the company has built a powerful reputation 
in the market for erP services. Ctac lends structure 
to this profile through logically combining Business 
Services (sector knowledge), Professional Services 
(technological and product knowledge), managed 
Services (management and hosting) and Ctac Sme 
(knowledge of the market for medium sized-busines-
ses). this enables Ctac to provide every element of 
erP services to its customers.

Ctac’s long-term strategy is aimed at creating value 
for all stakeholders by means of growth and a positive 
development of relative profitability. the starkly 
worsened economic circumstances do not constitute 
an (immediate) reason to alter the strategy in the 
long term. But, considering all developments in the 
it market, attention will initially be more focused on 
maintaining profitability and realising growth. growth 
is pursued where it makes sense.

on the basis of the existing Ctac Powerhouse model, 
the strategy for the coming years will be directed 
towards achieving more advantages through synergy, 
making the company more decisive and steadily 
expanding the business. in this regard, further streng-
thening of our market positions in the netherlands 
and Belgium is essential. in addition, we are looking 
at opportunities for expansion in germany, where 
Ctac has, until now, provided only limited services to 
its existing customers. during the coming years, Ctac 
intends to stand out more prominently with specialist 
knowledge of both sector and technology, in combi-
nation with a very pragmatic approach, particularly 
towards medium-sized and small businesses. Ctac has 
defined the following strategic axes:

Investing in people and technology
For Ctac, staff are the heart of the business. Highly 
qualified and involved staff largely determine its 
success. moreover, there is stiff competition in the it 
market for keeping and attracting scarce talent. there-
fore, Ctac wants to be perceived as the preferred 
employer by the professionals active in the markets 
involved. Ctac not only wants to offer challenging 
projects and appealing terms of employment, but also 
excellent career opportunities through various training 
and development programmes covering both project 
management and knowledge skills. Ctac aims at 
maintaining knowledge and ability and above-average 
employee satisfaction with lower than average rates 
of absenteeism and staff turnover. Additionally, Ctac 
continues to invest in new and existing tailor-made 
system solutions, developed either in-house or in 
cooperation with a partner. in this way, Ctac is able 
to offer customers the best-suited solutions for their 
specific sectors. 

Improvement of the positioning and sustainable 
customer relations/loyalty
Ctac positions itself as the erP services provider for 
smaller and medium-sized businesses and continually 
endeavours to improve this position. Ctac strives to 
develop strong and sustainable relationships with 
customers, with a service-oriented attitude, pragmatic 
approach and competitive pricing. in addition to the 
broad spectrum of SAP solutions, Ctac offers market 
and product specialisms that focus on a number of 
carefully selected niche markets in which extensive 
sector and organisational knowledge are of great 
importance. in this regard, project quality is one of 
the most important pillars for building a sustainable 
relationship with customers. 
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Strengthening our differentiation in the market
to be able to offer its customers solutions of the 
highest possible quality, Ctac is seeking not only 
cooperation with leading technology partners, but also 
tailor-made it solutions created in-house. these solu-
tions developed in-house or with a partner are aimed 
at carefully selected market sectors and complement 
the more generic solutions from large partners in 
technology. Here Ctac is responding to an increasing 
demand for pragmatic solutions that are tailor-made 
for the specific wishes and requirements of customers 
in those market sectors vis-à-vis their information 
systems. it is expected that, because of the current 
economic developments, the demand for such sector-
specific solutions will only increase. 

Flexibility in the cost structure
to be able to retain quality and offer competitive 
pricing to customers, it is essential that Ctac’s set-up 
is as efficient as possible and is flexible with regard 
to its cost base. the target is to meet 15 - 20% of 
capacity needs by contracting external professionals 
and outsourcing work. this enables the company to 
absorb fluctuations in demand whilst minimising the 
direct effect on the capacity utilisation of in-house 
staff. 

Organic growth
Ctac strives for organic growth in the selected market 
segments. in the past, it has succeeded in attaining 
an important position in a range of sub-segments. 
But Ctac is continually striving to further expand these 
market positions and better utilisation of cross-selling 
opportunities between the various divisions plays 
an important role here. At present, Ctac has no set 
turnover targets outside the netherlands, Belgium, 
germany and, in the near future, France. Priority 
is given to the retention of profitability rather than 
growth in turnover. 

Targeted acquisitions
With the near-term focus lying perhaps a little less 
on growth than in past years due to the worsened 
economic circumstances, Ctac’s strategy remains 
not only organic growth but also growth through 
acquisitions. Future acquisitions must match with 
Ctac in scale as well as in specialist profiling. in 
Belgium, Ctac will follow the dutch precedent when 
expanding its organisation and accelerating growth 
through acquisitions. in the netherlands, and also 
in germany where Ctac aims to expand its relatively 
small-scale activities, take-over opportunities are 
selectively pursued. Such acquisitions may mean 
entering new market segments as well as expanding 
operations in markets in which Ctac is already active. 
in all cases, Ctac will acquire majority interests, with 
the possibility of an earn out construction for the ma-
nagement. the company does not rule out issuing 
new shares for the purpose of financing acquisitions. 
Companies taken over by Ctac are integrated into 

the new divisional structure with the objective of 
combining forces and utilising cross-selling opportu-
nities.

Conservative financing
Ctac applies a conservative financing policy, which 
is primarily expressed through its relatively low 
debt burden. the company has set exploiting the 
financing strength of the organisation in a controlled 
manner as its objective. the solvency ratio must be 
between 25 - 50%. on balance, net debt to the bank 
rose from eur 1.9 million in 2008 to eur 3.4 million in 
2009. Ctac has access to a credit facility of eur 10.2 
million, whereby it has been agreed with the bank 
that outstanding debt to the bank shall not exceed 
70 percent of outstanding receivables of less than 90 
days old. Ctac possesses shareholders’ equity at a 
level which assures the company’s continuity.

kEy DEvElopmEnts 
Acquisitions
Core Consulting
At the beginning of 2009, Ctac completed the  
acquisition of 100% of the shares of Belgian Core 
Consulting. the company is renowned for its services 
in the field of technical SAP management. With this 
acquisition, the services offered by Ctac Belgium 
have been expanded with technical SAP manage-
ment. together with the dutch managed Services  
organisation, this new branch of the Belgium 
organisation can be further expanded with manage-
ment and hosting activities. Core Consulting, with 
a turnover of around eur 5.9 million (in 2008) and 
around 22 staff, carries an attractive customer port-
folio that is a valuable addition to the current custo-
mer base of Ctac. Ctac also gained a good position 
in Wallonia through this acquisition. 

during the course of the last fiscal year, Core Con-
sulting was merged with Ctac Belgium’s existing SAP 
management operations.

Further expansion of interests in SME activities  
in April 2009, Ctac acquired the remaining minority 
interests in its subsidiaries Ctac mkB, myuice All-in-
one and myuice logistics. this means that Ctac now 
has complete ownership of all its activities for small 
and medium-sized enterprises in the field of all-in-
one logistic services. the existing managements of 
the subsidiaries remain linked to Ctac. 

in july 2009, Ctac acquired the remaining minority in-
terest in its subsidiary netit and increased its interest 
in iFS Probity by 8.8% to 60% in accordance with the 
earn out agreements.

Acquisition of Yellow2B and Yellow & Red (post balance 
sheet date)
on 16 november 2009, Ctac signed a letter of 
intent for taking over yellow2B and yellow & red. 
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At the end of january 2010, Ctac completed the 
acquisition of 52% of the shares of both parts. the 
purchase price depends entirely on the results of 
yellow2B and yellow & red in the coming three 
years. during this period, the interest will gradually 
be built up to 100%. yellow2B, established in 2001, 
offers integration solutions that unlock SAP sys-
tems and make them accessible in a user-friendly 
manner. yellow & red, established in 2000, focuses 
on the realisation of internet applications, con-
tent management and e-business solutions. this 
acquisition strengthens Ctac’s leading position in 
the market of it specialists in the netherlands and 
Belgium. yellow2B and yellow & red have been 
profitable since their establishment and generated 
a joint turnover of eur 3.2 million in 2009. At the 
end of december 2009, both companies had 21 
staff between them. it is expected that the inten-
ded acquisition will already contribute to the profit 
per share in 2010.

Founding of Ctac France and acquisition of majority 
stake in Alpha Distri (post balance sheet date)
At the end of january 2010, Ctac announced the 
opening of an office in Paris. this office will mainly 
concentrate on offering Ctac’s retail solutions to 
medium-sized businesses as in France, this segment 
is not yet served with adequate solutions. Ctac is 

entering the French market with its Fit4retail SAP 
template and the multi Channel retail solution XV 
retail. together, they offer all functionality to retailers 
and can be implemented in a short time. in this Ctac 
France will cooperate closely with SAP France.

Within the framework of further internationalisation  
of the multi Channel retail solution XV retail, Ctac 
will simultaneously acquire a stake of 50.5% in Alpha 
distri. Ctac already has the distribution rights for XV 
retail within the Benelux, in combination with SAP 
erP (for retail). the other distribution rights are ab-
sorbed into Alpha distri. the level of the distribution 
rights within Alpha distri is 20% of the total turnover 
in licence and maintenance. Ctac is paying eur 0.4 
million for this majority stake.

A positive contribution to profit per share is expected 
for 2010 from both Ctac France and the acquisition of 
Alpha distri.

Acquisition Meridian IT (post balance sheet date)
on 11th march 2010, it service provider Ctac  
announced that it is acquiring a majority stake in 
meridian it, Sme supplier of SAP Business one. this 
acquisition fits into the strategy of Ctac of expanding 
its Business one activities. through the acquisition, 
Ctac strengthens its position in the market for Sme 
solutions based on SAP software. meridian it in 
leeuwarden was founded in 2008. the company 
advises Sme customers on deploying SAP Business 
one and supplies and implements that software. 
Ctac enters at nominal value and has acquired an  
interest of sixty percent in the company. the stake 
will gradually be built up to one hundred percent 
over the coming years. the acquisition price of the 
remaining stake depends on the future results of 
meridian it. Ctac is aiming to realise a turnover of 
800,000 euros with meridian in the first year after 
acquisition and to close the year profitably.

Cooperation agreements
Cenium  
Ctac offers businesses in the hotel and hospita-
lity sector integrated software solutions based on 
microsoft dynamics navision (nAV). to this end, an 
exclusive collaboration agreement for the Benelux 
was concluded in january 2009 with the originally 
norwegian company Cenium. the Hotel & Hospitality 

management System is a total solution and supports 
the full range of activities and operating processes 
of hotels and hospitality businesses. the system is 
already frequently used by hotels and hospitality 
companies in norway, the united kingdom, America 
and Canada, Switzerland and italy and is now available 
to businesses in the Benelux exclusively through Ctac. 
the proven solution received the microsoft global 
innovation Award 2008.

Ricoh 
in cooperation with ricoh, supplier of it and 
document solutions, Ctac launched PowerFlow 
for invoices in April  2009. this is a new solution 
for converting incoming invoices to formats that 
can be directly integrated into SAP. PowerFlow for 
invoices offers significant time savings and makes 
the handling of invoicing processes considerably 
more efficient by obviating the need for the manual 
conversion of documents. 

“ Ctac strives for organic growth in the  
selected market segments”
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Nederlands Adviesbureau voor Risicomanagement 
(NAR) 
Ctac announced in August 2009 that Ctac real 
estate and nAr have developed a risk management 
solution for housing corporations based on the Ctac 
erP solution CHAre and the nAr risk management 
solution nAriS. CHAre is a SAP solution that is 
optimised for the challenges in the housing corpora-
tion sector. With the combined Ctac/nAr solution, 
housing corporations can link their erP and risk 
management systems. this offers the foundation for 
the central and unambiguous application of risk ma-
nagement. the activities of Ctac in the area of real 
estate are handled by the real estate business unit, 
which, in turn, is part of the Ctac Business Services 
division in the netherlands.

Partnerships 
SAP
Ctac has been an SAP Hosting Partner since 2006, 
but was awarded the designation Advanced SAP 
Hosting Partner after recertification in march 2009. 
the designation indicates that the organisation and 
processes, with regard to SAP hosting and manage-
ment services (internally and at customer sites), 
are perfectly in order. As part of the recertification 
process, an audit was conducted of various parts of 
the hosting and management services. Among other 
areas, the SAP services portfolio, the data centre 
facilities, the network, the connectivity and security 
were reviewed. Additionally, attention was paid to it 
service management support and delivery processes 
and the managed backup and disaster recovery ser-
vices. SAP application hosting, process management 
and the number of SAP certified staff were included 
in the assessment. Compared to 2006, improvements 
and renovations were carried out in all parts resulting 
in the higher status of Advanced Hosting Partner 
being awarded to Ctac.

Ctac was appointed Vertical expertise Partner (VeP) for 
the retail market by SAP in may 2009 due to its strong 
sector specific knowledge and know-how. Ctac offers 
retailers bespoke solutions with clear differentiation. 
Ctac also supplies the successful XV retail product, a 
solution for retail companies that links various systems 
and functions. 

For the second successive year, Ctac won the SAP 
Partner of the year Award in the category SAP Business 
All-in-one. Ctac won the Partner of the year Award 
in recognition of its extensive SAP expertise and SAP 
solutions for Sme. 
 
At the end of june 2009, Ctac education was appoin-
ted SAP end-user Performance Support Partner by SAP 
netherlands. this partnership is a recognition of the 
quality of the courses in combination with the specific 
SAP training method that Ctac education has been 
offering for three years. As such, Ctac education is the 

second official training partner of SAP netherlands.  
the Hit method (High impact training) that is  
applied by the education branch of Ctac, ensures  
a high learning yield. 

Winshuttle 
in April 2009, Ctac joined the Shuttlepro Partner pro-
gramme of Winshuttle, an American supplier of SAP 
tools. thanks to this, Ctac can now act as a reseller 
of transactionSHuttle and querySHuttle, the data 
entry and data download tools of Winshuttle. these 
two products make it possible to port data from excel 
and Access quickly and without programming to SAP 
or from SAP to the microsoft solutions. Winshuttle’s 
products replace manual data entry and can be de-
ployed in implementation and production projects in 
the fields of data entry, data import, data quality and 
data integration. 

Illumni, Pearl Consulting and Connecta  
in november 2009, Ctac announced that it had con-
cluded three european partnership agreements for 
selling and implementing its solutions XV retail and 
the SAP for retail template Fit4retail. For several 
years, Ctac has been successful in the Benelux region 
with both these in-house developed solutions. the 
partnership with german illumni, norwegian Pearl 
Consulting and Swedish Connecta offers a larger 
international market for these solutions developed 
by Ctac itself. 

Projects 
Housing corporations: Ymere – SAP ERP application for 
the corporate sector  
At the end of january 2009, Ctac announced that it 
is to supply the ymere housing corporation with a 
new central erP platform for lending support to the 
primary processes involved in the management of 
rental homes. ymere’s choice constitutes a definitive 
breakthrough for this relatively young branch of Ctac. 
the consultancy firm Avecres is closely involved with 
implementing SAP at ymere. Ctac and Avecres coo-
perate closely in the corporation sector in the field of 
joint product development.

Retail: Apple Premium Reseller iZone – SAP Business 
One and XV Retail   
Ctac announced in April 2009 that after a selection 
procedure it had opted for Apple Premium reseller 
iZone in middelburg for implementing the erP  
solution SAP Business one of SAP and Ctac’s retail-
solution XV retail. 

Leisure: BillyBird Park Hemelrijk – Hotel & Hospitality 
Management System  
in june 2009, BillyBird Park Hemelrijk from Volkel 
decided, after extensive orientation, to automate 
all its operating processes through one specialised 
software application, the Hotel & Hospitality manage-
ment System of Ctac. this solution enables BillyBird to 
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support all operating processes with one integrated 
software system: from cashier to restaurant and from 
season tickets to staff planning, internet bookings, 
time registration and marketing. Because all these 
components are integrated with the financial admi-
nistration within the solution, at any given moment 
it is possible to have insight into the financial impact 
of every operating process. the solution is based on 
microsoft dynamics nAV.

Chemistry: Kenogard – SAP-hosting (Spanish chemical 
company)
on 14 September 2009, kenogard signed a four-year 
agreement with Ctac for SAP hosting. kenogard,  
75% owned by japanese Sumitomo Chemical ltd.,  
produces various pesticides and fertilizers for agricul-
ture and horticulture. An important reason for choosing 
Ctac as hosting provider was the high level of security 
the company can offer. Ctac managed Services is one 
of the few SAP hosting partners with iSo 27001 certi-
fication. this ensures that the company complies with 
very stringent requirements with regard to protecting 
and securing company data.

Authorities: Koninklijke Nederlandse Munt (KNM) –  
SAP Business All-in-One ProYuice
At the beginning of october 2009, koninklijke ne-
derlandse munt (knm (royal dutch mint)) chose SAP 
in combination with the sector-specific template of 
myuice as its integrated solution for streamlining all 
operating processes. the producer of coinage and 
coin-related products has a unique production process 
that requires a software solution that can be tailor-made 
to specific needs. this was found in SAP Business All-
in-one Proyuice, Ctac’s template for customer order 
driven production companies. 

Retail: Tommy Hilfiger Europe – SAP management
At the end of november 2009, clothing concern 
tommy Hilfiger europe signed an agreement with 
Ctac for SAP management for the second time. 
tommy Hilfiger chose Ctac again because of its 
customer-specific approach to SAP management and 
the extensive SAP knowledge that distinguish the 
company. the clothing company has been working 
with SAP systems that have been implemented by 
Ctac since 2000. tommy Hilfiger has used Ctac  
managed Services since 2002 and the cooperation 
has now been extended to 2013.

Food & Feed: The Greenery – SAP implementation
the greenery is a prominent international fruit and 
vegetables company. All year round, they supply 
their customers with a complete and  daily assort-
ment of fresh vegetables, fruit, and mushrooms: 
supermarket chains, wholesalers, caterers and the 
processing industry. the greenery has a turnover 
of around 1,400 million euros and exports to more 

than 60 countries. Around 1,100 affiliated cultivation 
companies take their produce to market through the 
greenery. the company employs around 2,500 staff.

in 2007, the greenery made the choice of introdu-
cing standard SAP with tailoring for specific compo-
nents. the reasons for this were: a fragmented ap-
plication landscape due to mergers and acquisitions, 
a need for system support for ever more integrated 
processes, and technical optimisation. the greenery 
has chosen Ctac as partner for the blueprint, reali-
sation and roll-out of the greenery standard across 
the various branches. the realisation phase will be 
completed in 2010 and the rollout will then start. 
this makes the greenery one of the most important 
customers of Ctac and an important reference for 
Ctac’s extensive expertise, now also in the Food and 
Feed market.

Industry: Manufacturing Remeha – SAP implementation 
ECC6.0, PI & Purchasing Portal
it is planned to go-live with a complete SAP solution 
for remeha in the summer of 2010. this SAP solution 
will be integrated into the system of the French 
subsidiary dedietrich thermique, which is already 
operational. this will lead to the establishment of an 
integrated group system that fully supports inter-
company processes.

Wholesale: F.L.E.U.R. (one of the largest suppliers of 
garden items in Belgium) – SAP Business All-in-One  
on 16 december 2009, F.l.e.u.r. concluded an 
agreement with Ctac for implementing SAP Business 
All-in-one, enriched with the Ctac wholesale tem-
plate solution. the most important reasons for the 
decision were Ctac’s extensive experience with SAP 
in combination with wholesale activities. 

Changes in the Board of Directors (post balance 
sheet date)
in january 2010, Bart Hogendoorn stepped down  
as Ceo of Ctac with immediate effect. the decision 
was taken in joint consultation with the Supervisory 
Board because of differences with regard to steering 
the organisation. Henny Hilgerdenaar has been  
appointed interim Ceo on a titular basis.  
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Financial DEvElopmEnts
Turnover
Compared to 2008, turnover fell by 5% to eur 68.4 
million (2008: 72.3 million). 
eur 9.3 million of the turnover was sales of licences 
and maintenance contracts (2008: eur 7.6 million).

organically, turnover fell by 18%. on 6 january 2009, 
the acquisition was completed of Core Consulting 
in Belgium, which is active as a service provider for 
technical SAP management. this acquisition contri-
buted eur 7.5 million to turnover in 2009. Further-
more, in june 2008, Crossverge was acquired in the 
netherlands and at the end of the third quarter of 
2008, the Business one activities of Alpha Holding 
were taken over and integrated into the sector Ctac 
Small and medium-sized enterprises. the turnover in 
2009 from these acquisitions was eur 8.9 million. 

turnover per employee (based on annual average 
fte) fell in 2009 by 14% to 149 (x eur 1,000).  
turnover per chargeable employee fell by 12% to 168 
(x eur 1,000).

turnover of the dutch activities fell in 2009 by 16% to 
eur 51.0 million (2008: eur 60.6 million). turnover of 
the Belgian activities rose by 47% to eur 16.7 million 
(2008: 11.4 million). organically, turnover in Belgium 
fell by 19%. turnover from the operations in germany, 
which began in the fourth quarter of 2008, was  

eur 0.7 million in 2009 (2008: eur 0.3 million). the 
activities in germany are still very modest and are 
directed from the netherlands. the activities there 
will be expanded over the coming years.

Because of a reduction in the number of projects 
and scaling back the hiring of external consultants, 
turnover from consultancy activities of the Profes-
sional Services sector in particular came under 
strong pressure. the maintenance and manage-
ment of systems by managed Services turnover 
fell slightly. Because long-term contracts are often 
involved here, this activity is by nature less sensitive 
to economic fluctuations than consultancy projects. 
in the Business Services sector, turnover was lower 
as well but this was compensated by a large sale of 
licences in connection with a big project. the Small 
and medium-sized enterprises sector was able to 
realise growth in turnover, especially from growth in 
acquisitions and good demand for All-in-one imple-
mentations.

Acquisition value
the breakdown of turnover changed in 2009 com-
pared to 2008. Purchases of software licences and 
maintenance contracts increased from eur 5.5 mil-
lion to eur 6.7 million in 2009. in 2009, the focus was 
on scaling back the hiring of third parties in order to 
improve capacity utilisation of internal staff where 
possible. nonetheless, the hiring of external parties, 
eur 10.7 million in 2008, remained at exactly the 
same level in 2009. this was caused by the acquisi-
tion of Core Consulting in Belgium, which hired third 
parties for a total amount of eur 2.5 million in 2009. 
excluding Core Consulting, 16% of total capacity 
requirement was hired in 2009, whilst in 2008, 19% of 
total capacity requirement was hired in. 

Costs  
Staffing costs rose by 6% in 2009, mainly because of 
growth in the number of staff (from average 415 fte 

turnover per sector (excluding inter-company turnover)
(in eur x 1,000) 
     2009 2008 %
the netherlands                 
Ctac Managed Services               17,252  18,427* (6%)
Ctac Business Services               18,596  19,606 (5%)
Ctac Professional Services                 4,921  15,096* (67%)
Ctac Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises               10,230  7,519 36%
total the netherlands               50,999  60,648 (16%)
   
Belgium               16,703 11,364 47%
Germany                    664  308 116%
total               68,366 72,320 (5%)

*  turnover breakdown per sector for 2008 has been adjusted for easy comparison with the turnover figures per sector for 2009.
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in 2008 to average 488 fte in 2009). this increase is 
the result of the acquisition of Core Consulting at 
the beginning of 2009. A lower provision for bonuses 
because of lower operating results suppressed staf-
fing costs.

Because of the increase in size of the business, other 
operating costs rose by 17% to eur 11.8 million 
(2008: eur 10.0 million). depreciation rose from eur 
2.4 million to eur 2.9 million because of investments 
in intangible fixed assets, emanating from the acqui-
sitions of Crossverge and Core Consulting. 

during the year, Ctac took several cost-saving mea-
sures. For example, the conditional wage increases 
of the end of 2008 were, after consultations with the 
gor (group enterprise Board), reversed in may 2009 
for the whole of Ctac. And the efficiency of the or-
ganisation was improved by focusing on decreasing 
some operating costs, such as telephone, leasing, 
advisory and it costs.

For the purpose of bridging the difficult economic 
circumstances, part-time working as per unemploy-
ment legislation (deeltijd-WW) was applied for, for 
a limited number of staff in a number of specialist 
areas of knowledge. this was still in force at the end 
of 2009 and is continuing in the first quarter of 2010.

Result from ordinary operating activities before 
taxation
the operating result for 2009 was a loss of eur 1.8 
million (2008: eur 7.7 million). decreased demand for 
it services has led to lower capacity utilisation and 
moreover, lower margins were booked on average on 
projects in 2009 as compared to 2008. two extraor-
dinary items are included in the results for 2009 that 
reduced the result even more. these were the bank-
ruptcies of customers (eur 500,000) and the departu-
re of Ctac Ceo Bart Hogendoorn (eur 960,000). After 
correction for these two items, the operating result 
for the past year was a loss of eur 0.3 million.

Interest and taxation
Ctac’s debt burden and, consequently, interest 
charges are relatively low. debt to banks rose in 2009 
from eur 3.0 million to eur 4.4 million. on balance, 
interest charges in 2009 amounted to eur 0.4 million 
(2008: eur 0.4 million). Ctac has access to a credit fa-
cility of eur 10.2 million, whereby it has been agreed 
with the bank that any outstanding debt to the bank 
shall not exceed 70% of outstanding receivables of 
less than 90 days old. 

the effective tax rate fell from 26.1% in 2008 to 
17.1% in 2009. this is due to the different tax rates in 
Belgium and the netherlands and the absence of tax 
deferral for losses in germany.

Net profit and earnings per share  
in 2009, Ctac sustained a loss of eur 2.1 against a 
net profit of eur 4.9 million in 2008. this translates 
into a net loss of eur 0.18 per weighted average 
outstanding share based on 11,526,459 shares. on 
31 december 2009, the total number of outstanding 
ordinary shares was 11,526,459. 

Balance sheet structure
Because of the reduction in operating activities, but 
also because of enhanced managing of accounts re-
ceivable, the balance sheet total fell in 2009 by 13% 
to euro 43.9 million at the end of december 2009 
(year-end 2008: 50.4). Because of the payment of a 
cash dividend over 2008 in may 2009 and the loss of 
eur 2.1 million for 2009, shareholders' equity fell to 
eur 18.4 million. this caused solvency to decrease 
slightly, and at 31 december 2009 it stood at 42% 
(year-end 2008: 44%). 

net accounts receivable fell by more than 26% 
compared to the fiscal year 2008 (with a decrease in 
turnover of 5%). Accounts receivable versus turnover 
is therefore falling. Aging analysis shows that out-
standing items that have an expired status of more 
than 3 months are falling by about 55% compared to 
the preceding fiscal year.
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Cash-flow and investments
the cash-flow from operations was eur 6.4 million 
(2008: eur 10.6 million positive). operating result 
(eBitA) was eur 1.1 million. Working capital fell by 
eur 3.8 million compared to the situation at year-
end 2008. Claims and debts both fell. Because of the 
increased attention paid to accounts receivable, the 
average period that claims remain outstanding has 
been shortened. in view of the pressure on results, 
debts were reduced, in particular because of redu-
ced fair values of earn out obligations.

eur 4.1 million were invested in tangible and intan-
gible fixed assets in 2009 (2008: eur 4.8 million). the 
investments in tangible fixed assets, eur 1.1 million 
(2008: eur 2.2 million), were related to replacing the 
it infrastructure, new computers, servers and storage 
capacity for customers of hosting and management 
activities. investments in intangible fixed assets 
amounted to eur 2.9 million (2008: eur 2.6 million). 
this concerned the acquisitions of Belgian Core Con-
sulting and of the minority stakes in subsidiaries Ctac 
Sme, myuice All-in-one, myuice logistics and netit, 
and expanding the stake in iFS Probity.

the purchase price for Core Consulting is based 
on an earn out agreement, which depends on Core 
Consulting’s results for 2009 and 2010. Consequently, 
the last instalment of the purchase price will not be 
paid until the first quarter of 2011. A maximum of 
13% of the purchase price will be paid in Ctac shares 
and the remainder will paid in cash. depending on 
the results eventually achieved, the total purchase 
price is expected to be around 3 times the average 
eBit for 2008, 2009 and 2010. in 2009 Core Consul-
ting achieved a turnover eur 7.5 million (2008: eur 
5.9 million) operating result of eur 0.4 million (2008: 
eur 1.1 million). 

the stake in Ctac Sme was expanded from 95% to 
100%. Ctac’s indirect stake in myuice All-in-one, 

which concentrates on SAP solutions for small and 
medium-sized enterprises, has been increased from 
93.5% to 100%, following several increases in the 
stake over the past years. Ctac’s indirect stake in 
myuice logistics, which offers specialist and advan-
ced logistic management solutions to small and 
medium-sized enterprises, has been increased from 
83.7% to 100%. Ctac has paid eur 1.3 million in cash 
for these three remaining minority stakes. 

Because of the high level of investment in 2009,  
the net cash-flow came to a loss of eur 0.7 million 
(2008: eur 1.9 million surplus). during the first half  
of 2009 Ctac paid a cash dividend over 2008 of  
eur 1.5 million. 

Dividend 
Ctac finished 2009 with a net loss of eur 2.1 million, 
equivalent to a loss of eur 0.18 per share. Ctac 
will propose to the shareholders Annual general 
meeting not to pay a dividend for fiscal year 2009. in 
principle, Ctac’s dividend policy is to pay 30 - 40% of 
the profit to the shareholders. 

staFFing DEvElopmEnts
Active staffing policy
our staff are the building blocks of Ctac and largely 
determine the success of the organisation. A well-
equipped, motivated and engaged staff is of great 
importance and it is therefore especially important 
for Ctac to be an attractive employer. Ctac’s aim is 
therefore to score well on employee satisfaction. 
the medewerkersBelevingonderzoek (mBo (Staff 
Satisfaction Survey)) of 2008 indicated that the overall 
score of Ctac staff is high compared to (many) other 
it companies. But the survey also uncovered a 
number of points for improvement.

in response to the mBo, an improvement pro-
gramme was drawn up. Ctac has worked on this 
intensively during the past year. the major points 
of the programme were: collaboration between the 
various divisions and business units, communication 
by Ctac’s management towards staff and more trans-
parent steering by the manager. From the next mBo, 
which was conducted at the end of 2009, it transpired 
that collaboration between the various divisions and 
units remains a point of attention. Clear progress was 
made in the area of communication towards staff but 
the findings were worse on a number of other points. 
in response to this mBo, an improvement program-
me is also being drawn up. 

in 2009, the number of staff decreased by 3.1%  
to 465. 

Ctac conducts an active staffing policy and devotes 
much attention to its profile and image as employer, 
the quality of its leadership, the career opportuni-
ties, scope for working on challenging projects and 

“ Our staff are the  
building blocks  
of Ctac and largely  
determine the  
success of the  
organisation”
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appealing terms and conditions of employment. 
Preservation of Ctac’s open, informal and pragmatic 
culture with short lines is, partly in view of the vi-
gorous growth the company has experienced during 
the past years, of great importance. Within Ctac’s 
divisions, staff are given room for developing in an 
amicable and inspiring working environment, with 
continuously new, appealing and instructive projects. 
Continuously investing in training and developing 
staff to further develop and expand both the leader-
ship capabilities and (technological) knowledge with 
regard to the available specialisms, is an important 
part in all divisions.

in consultation with all our staff, PdPs (Personal 
development Plans) were drawn up at the end of 
2009 that should ensure that in 2010, both individual 
objectives, as well as employer’s objectives in the 
field of developing knowledge and abilities, will be 
achieved.

Diversity
Partly due to rapid technological developments, the 
it sector is also characterised by a relatively young 
group of professionals with a background in auto-
mation or engineering. At Ctac, it is no different. 
the average age of staff is 38.6 years and most of 
the consultants have been educated at the level of 
HBo (Higher Professional education), often with 
specialisations in computer science and information 
technology/automation. Ctac attaches importance 
to a certain degree of diversity within the business.
Quality and motivation are the leading factors when 
recruiting new staff. the it sector is a world that has 
intrinsically greater appeal to men than to women. 
At Ctac 1 in 5 staff are women.

Absenteeism
By conducting an active policy for avoiding extended 
absenteeism, every year Ctac attempts to further 
reduce illness-related absenteeism. Ctac provides 
counselling on how to recognise the first symptoms of 
illness and on possible (preventive) measures. through 
this approach potential problem situations can be 
identified at an early stage and opened for discussion. 
Average absenteeism because of illness was 3.49%  
in 2009, a decline compared to the figure of 3.59%  
in 2008. 

Scarcity in the labour market  
Because of the economic developments in 2009, 
scarcity in the labour market has been reduced for it 
staff. But it is expected that when the economy starts 
expanding again, a shortfall of well-qualified and 
motivated staff will re-emerge. in accordance with its 
policy, Ctac has compensated the fall in demand by 
aiming to reduce the hiring of third parties. this has 
enabled Ctac to secure the positions of its own pro-

fessionals in 2009. the perception and positioning of 
Ctac as a reliable and engaged employer is also of 
great importance for attracting new staff.

Co-determination
With regard to co-determination, Ctac is working with 
a group enterprise Board (gor), consisting of 11 
people. Staff participation is enshrined in regulations 
that the Board of directors has drawn up in consulta-
tion with the gor. Co-determination is interpreted on 
the premise that ‘co-determination follows authority’. 
Ctac works pragmatically and aims for solutions in this 
regard. A constructive dialogue between directors and 
representatives of the staff is key. the agenda of the 
group enterprise Board contains items that are im-
portant to all staff. during 2009, the gor met with the 
Board of directors several times. on two occasions, a 
member of the Advisory Board was also present. Fixed 
items in these meetings are developments in markets 
and results. Specific subjects that were discussed in 
2009 were the cost-saving measures, such as reversing 
the conditional wage increases and reducing operating 
costs. other subjects that featured were the acquisiti-
ons of yellow2B and yellow & red, future accommo-
dation, financial development of Ctac and part-time 
work based on unemployment legislation. in various 
matters, the group enterprise Board has advised and/
or given its consent.
 
Part-time work (based on unemployment  
legislation)
For the purpose of bridging the difficult economic 
circumstances, Ctac has, for a limited number of staff in 
a number of specialist areas of knowledge, applied for 
and obtained part-time working as per unemployment 
legislation in 2009. education and/or retraining plans 
were drawn up and executed for these employees. 
Part-time working was still in force at the end of 2009 
and is continuing in the first quarter of 2010. opting for 
part-time working has contributed to bringing down 
(employment) costs whilst retaining permanent staff. 
the arrangement has also contributed to further the 
development of the knowledge of staff, as courses and 
training received an extra boost.

socially rEsponsiblE corporatE  
govErnancE
Socially responsible corporate governance starts with 
the long-term vision that Ctac has. the continuity of 
the organisation is also of great importance in this 
regard. Here good governance and a good, socially 
responsible staffing policy are essential. 

Ctac has deployed various initiatives within the orga-
nisation with regard to the environment. For example, 
staff are encouraged to drive more economically and 
to choose efficient and environmentally friendly lease 
cars. Ctac also tries to contribute to the environment 
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by aiming for more efficient energy consumption. 
other initiatives involve for example reducing the con-
sumption of paper within the organisation and using 
environmental friendly paper for external marketing 
assets like the informationmagazine ContACtueel, 
but also bringing down consumption of electricity in 
the data centres. At the beginning of 2010, Ctac will 
investigate the possibilities of using green power for 
its hosting activities. in addition to stimulating environ-
mentally friendly initiatives within its own organisation, 
in the future, Ctac will incorporate the elements of 
environmentally and socially responsible corporate 
governance more and more often in its solutions. For 
example, during the past year, Ctac has developed a 
software solution for Binnenstadservice, an environ-
mental company that promotes cleaner air and better 
accessibility and quality of life in the inner cities in 
the netherlands. during the first half of 2009, Ctac 
received the it~office innovation Award 2009 for this 
solution. Within the framework of corporate governan-
ce, Ctac attaches great importance to creating better 
living conditions for people. in 2009 the company also 
supported the charity Alpe d’Huzes.

responsibility with regard to safety is also an impor-
tant part of governance. Within the framework of 
safety, Ctac has introduced BedrijfsHulpVerlening 
(BHV, in-house emergency first aid service) to the 
office. the BHV provides first aid in the event of emer-
gencies. depending on the nature of the emergency, 
this may be done in collaboration with the professio-
nal emergency services. if required, the BHV antici-
pates unsafe situations. to ascertain the quality of 
the emergency assistance, the annual drill was again 
carried out in 2009. 

risk managEmEnt anD intErnal control
As a renowned provider of it solutions, Ctac is dea-
ling with various risks at all times. risks of a strategic, 
operational and financial nature, but also risks with 
regard to the market in which it operates. it is the 
responsibility of the Board of directors to identify 
these risks and to minimise them by taking suitable 
measures. the risk management system periodi-
cally measures the effectiveness of the measures as 
applicable to all operating processes within Ctac. 
Because of the increasing size of the organisation, 
this remains necessary. 

risk management was an integral part of the plan-
ning and control cycle in 2009 as well. the following 
important components may be differentiated in the 
risk management and control system:
- strategic risks / market risks:
- financial risks;
- operational risks.

the Ctac organisation functions with uniform work 
processes, procedures and information systems. 
Further optimisation of the hosting and manage-
ment processes, optimising the steering mecha-
nisms and further improving capacity planning and 
project management received further impetus in 
2009. new items in 2009 included optimising the 
internal information and documentation flow and 
optimising the invoicing process. the most relevant 
risks currently facing Ctac are highlighted in the sec-
tion below. risks that the company is not aware of or 
that are considered to be immaterial are therefore 
not mentioned here.

Strategic risks / market risks
-  in the aftermath of the world-wide financial crisis of 

2009, we may conclude that, because of that crisis, 
demand for it services and projects has fallen during 
the past year. the readiness of businesses to invest 
in new it solutions was minimal. it is a fact that in 
the short term this has had consequences for the 
turnover of Ctac. in order to restrict the sensitivity to 
fluctuations in the economy, Ctac tries to achieve 30 
- 40% of the annual turnover from management and 
hosting contracts that span several years. 

-  Ctac started 2009 with an internal programme direc-
ted at improving processes in order to emerge stron-
ger from the recession. important topics here are 
saving costs and the efficiency of internal systems, 
high allocation of resources, optimising the internal 
governance structure, optimal delivery, optimising it 
infrastructure and improving Hr processes.

-  Ctac attempted to minimise the impact of reduced 
demand for it services and projects by flexibly de-
ploying its own staff reducing the use of hired labour 
and/or outsourcing.

-  Competition is stiff in the segment of the market 
where Ctac operates. Within small and medium-
sized enterprises, many local parties give strong 
competition and the international it giants are 
formidable opponents for the large companies. By 
expanding its portfolio of services, Ctac not only 
maintains its presence market segments where it is 
already active, but it is also tapping into new markets 
where it can distinguish itself with professional skills 
and experience. the expansion was partly achieved 
through the acquisition of companies with specific 
areas of knowledge and partly by continuing to 
increase and broaden the knowledge within the 
organisation. the latter is an ongoing process  
within Ctac.

Partnership with customers
the increasing desire of customers to enter into a 
fully-fledged partnership keeps manifesting itself. 
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Being able to count on each other in difficult times is 
a great benefit. 
organisations depend on optimally functioning 
it systems to support their (operating) processes. 
Because of this, a “one-stop shop”, with in-depth 
knowledge of the vertical market in combination  
with a broad range of solutions on offer, is very  
much sought after by the customer. With its  
Powerhouse model, Ctac has the right solution at  
the ready. A sustainable and strong bond is forged 
and expanded. 

Financial risks
Ctac is subject to a number of financial risks, such 
as market risk (interest rate and foreign exchange 
rate risk), credit risk, liquidity risk and capital risk. An 
elaborate description of these financial risks and the 
way they are managed can be found in the financial 
statements. Ctac tries to recognise these potential 
risks in a timely manner.

the overview above is not a comprehensive list for 
Ctac. it is also possible that there are risks that are 
not currently recognised or which are currently con-
sidered to be immaterial and which could later have 
a material negative impact on the ability of Ctac to 
achieve its objectives.

Maturity of the market
in addition to the financial picture of the crisis in 
2009, the maturity of providing it services is an 
important reason for pressure on costing and margin. 
Ctac can withstand this pressure by carefully and 
strategically considering in which market segment 
it wishes to position itself in a robust way and by 
making the right decisions with regard to optimising 
the efficiency and effectiveness of the internal orga-
nisation. 

through an ongoing process of internal controls and 
measurements, Ctac ensures optimal management 
and, if necessary, timely recognition and mitigation of 
risks that have arisen. the risk management system 
with its controls and mitigating measures is a perio-
dically returning item on the agenda of the Advisory 
Board. the external auditor also tests the design and 
performance of the internal control systems every 
year, to the extent it is relevant within the framework 
of auditing the financial statements.

Operational risks
•  Project and order control
one of the most important pillars within Ctac is 
carrying out projects and orders. this pillar finds its 
origin in the demand by customers for new products 
and services, which is continuously increasing in 
volume and complexity. the quality of execution of 
these projects and orders can have a major impact 

on the performance and results of Ctac. An opti-
mally functioning internal quality assurance system 
is essential for reducing the related risks as much as 
possible. 
Ctac has positioned its risk management system 
separately within its organisation in order to handle 
identification and mitigation of the risks as adequa-
tely as possible. in cases where the direct and com-
plete impact of a risk on the result to be achieved 
can be ascribed to Ctac, Ctac obviously takes full 
responsibility. Ctac is capable of fully carrying this 
responsibility because of the presence of a manage-
ment with the right competencies and business/it 
knowledge, in breadth and in depth.
Ctac has taken out insurance policies against general 
and professional liability in order to ensure continuity 
in the case of claims. Ctac has never claimed under 
these insurances.

• labour market
ongoing scarcity in the labour market may inhibit 
growth in knowledge or absolute growth. Within 
Ctac, the staff are its most valuable asset. Ctac has 
retained its impetus for finding, keeping and expan-
ding good and qualified staff. keeping and attracting 
expert staff has been an important objective in 2009 
and, together with attracting talented newcomers, 
will remain a focus point during the coming years. 

• Quality assurance
if the agreed quality cannot be delivered, Ctac runs 
the risk that performance and results cannot be 
(completely) achieved. Already in 2008, Ctac began 
positioning quality assurance as an important pillar 
within the organisation. in 2009, information security 
was included in quality assurance and serious stress? 
testing was carried out with regard to measuring and 
reporting on the effectiveness and efficiency of the 
measures that were implemented. on 8 december 
2008, Ctac obtained nen/iSo 27001 certification. 
Acting in conformity with the nen/iSo 27001 
standard has been embedded into the organisation 
as a regular progress. through an audit by external 
parties and through an internal auditing process, 
the entire process is regularly tested for efficacy, 
suitability and fitness for the agreed standardisation. 
no critical findings emerged from the various audits 
in 2009. 

For overall quality assurance, Ctac started in 2009 
with implementing an internationally recognised 
framework (CoBit) in order to make effectiveness 
and efficiency measurable. it is also possible to 
implement the improvements that emerge from 
that and to offer reports and communication in that 
regard with a view to further optimising the effec-
tive and efficient managerial direction. in 2010, this 
aspect will further take shape.
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conclusion
the Board of directors finds that in 2009, the risk ma-
nagement system and the management of operating 
processes, as well as the appropriate controls, func-
tioned sufficiently efficiently, fittingly and effectively 
within Ctac. 

it is the Board of directors’ opinion that the risk 
management system with its controls and mea-
surements offers a sufficient degree of assurance 
with regard to reliability of the financial information 
and managerial information in accordance with the 
relevant regulations and legislation that are provided 
by the system.

Outlook
due to the economic crisis, a clear worsening of the 
it market could be seen during the past year. light 
recovery in the demand for Ctac services has been 
seen in the first few months of 2010 and the number 
of potential orders has increased. Also thanks to 
acquisitions, the market position of Ctac improved 
during 2009. 
 
in the coming year, Ctac will mainly focus on the 
recovery of profit. Because of the lower capacity 
utilisation and the pressure on project margins, the 
operational margin fell to zero in 2009 in spite of cost 
saving measures. the focus set in 2009 on strengthe-
ning the organisation by improving the efficiency of 
the organisation on the one hand and the quality of 
services rendered on the other, will be continued in 
2010. Project control will be further emphasised in 
order to be able to ensure sustained quality. Sales ca-
pacity will also be enlarged, because since the begin-
ning of 2009, the it market has become increasingly 
a buyers’ market. improving internal cooperation and 
retaining specialist knowledge and expertise will also 
remain important drivers in 2010. 

in addition to the focus on profit Ctac will continue 
to aim for improving its market position in 2010. 
Further growth through acquisitions is not excluded. 
Attention will be paid to expanding Ctac’s position 
in the dutch it market. in close collaboration with 
the dutch managed Services organisation, Ctac will 
further develop the hosting and management market 
in Belgium. And in addition to secondment, more 
attention will be given to project business and just 
as in the netherlands, selling licences will be more 
strongly promoted. Ctac will also focus on expanding 
the small scale activities in germany and the recently 
started activities in France. generally, Ctac will conti-
nue to develop in-house, more specific erP  
products. And selling of its successful own solutions, 
such as XV retail, will be expanded to other  
countries. 
 

if the fragile recovery in the first two months of the 
year continues, 2010 will be a better year for Ctac. in 
that case, with its sharp market positioning and the 
availability of specialist knowledge and expertise, 
Ctac can only benefit to the full. 

WorD oF thanks
Ctac has experienced a particularly challenging 
year, during which various measures were taken to 
strengthen the organisation. the entire organisation 
has contributed towards the successful implementa-
tion of these measures, on the one hand by exerting 
extra efforts as required, and on the other hand by 
adopting a position of understanding with regard to 
the cost saving initiatives. Ctac is very grateful to its 
staff. 

's-Hertogenbosch, 25 March 2010 

Board of Directors

Mr. H.L.J. Hilgerdenaar
Mr. H.P.W.P.T.M. van Groenendael
Mr. W.J. Wienbelt
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compliance with the 
Dutch corporate  
Governance code

Ctac only deviates from this code on a limited 
number of points (the relevant stipulation of the 
Code is indicated between parentheses each time):

the current members of the Board of directors are 
not appointed for a fixed term (II 1.1). the directors 
carry out a strategic long term perspective; limiting 
their appointment would not be appropriate.

Possible severance pay to mr Wienbelt and mr Van 
groenendael has not been contractually specified and 
thus no upper limit has been fixed (II.2.8). For compen-
sation due to compulsory redundancy, as defined  
in the aforementioned best practice provision,  
compensation will be paid out that is reasonable 
based on the contractual relationship, the social 
development and jurisprudence. As a result of a  
dismissal notice from Ctac to mr Hogendoorn, a 
gross severance payment of 960,000 euros will be 
made to mr Hogendoorn.

the remuneration of the Board of directors is detailed 
in the financial report as part of the annual report 
(II.2.14). the annual report will be published on the 
website. the remuneration policy approved by the 
shareholders Annual general meeting will also be 
published on the website. Based on the remuneration 
policy, the Supervisory Board has established the 
remuneration of individual members of the Board of 
directors.

Ctac has not appointed a secretary for the Board of 
directors, because this function does not suit its  
governance structure (III.4.3). Ctac fulfils the provisions 
of the Code regarding this point in another way.

the Board of directors is appointed by the share-
holders Annual general meeting through a binding 
nomination of at least two persons for each vacancy, 
to be prepared by the Priority Foundation. the 
shareholders Annual general meeting is free in its 
appointments if no binding nomination is made 
within the period prescribed in the statutes. As a 
departure from the Code (IV.1.1.), the shareholders 
Annual general meeting can take away the binding 
character of a binding nomination via a decree taken 
by a majority of at least two thirds of the votes cast, 
representing more than half of the issued capital.

given the relatively high cost of having webcams and/
or other technical means available for third parties 
to monitor analysts' and other meetings and to allow 
the participation of shareholders in meetings (IV 3.1), 
no initiative will be taken in the foreseeable future to 
enable this. However, the presentations given by Ctac 
to these groups are publicly available on our website.

detailed information about Cat’s Corporate gover-
nance, rules and regulations can be found on Ctac's 
website ( www.ctac.nl ) under investor relations/ 
Corporate governance Verslag. 

The Supervisory Board and the Board of Directors, jointly responsible for the 
corporate governance structure of Ctac, subscribe to virtually all principles  
and best practices from the Dutch Corporate Governance Code and also 
apply them. 
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“ Ctac is committed to 
open and transparent 
communication  
with the financial 
community in general 
and with its financiers 
in particular”

thE monitoring committEE corporatE 
govErnancE coDE
As of 2 july 2009, the minister of Finance has  
established a new Corporate governance Code  
monitoring Commission (Streppel Committee)
the Streppel Committee assessed the overall 
compliance with the Code in the fiscal year 2008 in 
its evaluation report from december 2009. on the 
whole, it concluded that the degree of compliance 
with the Code is high, and the number of times  
that the Code was deviated from has remained 
stable compared to fiscal year 2007. the Streppel 
Committee has also expressed its intention to  
develop concrete activities in 2010 to further  
promote compliance with the code. Ctac is eagerly 
awaiting the developments in this area. 

in 2008, the former Corporate governance Code 
monitoring Committee (Frijns Committee) made 
several proposals to adapt the code in the areas of 
risk management, remuneration and severance pay 
of directors, diversity in the composition of the  
supervisory board, responsibilities of shareholders 
and the role of the board of directors and the  
supervisory board as regards acquisitions.

in december 2008, the Frijns Committee presented 
an updated Code, hereinafter " the 2008 Code". 
the minister of justice designated the 2008 Code 
as new code of conduct through a general measure 
on 10 december 2009, thereby replacing the former 
Corporate governance Code of 2003, designated as 
code of conduct in 2004. 

bill on thE implEmEntation oF  
rEcommEnDations oF thE corporatE 
govErnancE coDE monitoring  
committEE 
the bill aims to contribute to the strengthening  
of the dutch corporate governance system by  
establishing a better balance between managers  
and shareholders, and to better control the potential 
risks associated with the excessive involvement of 
shareholders. to this end, it has been proposed to 
modify the Financial Supervision Act, the Securities 
transfer Act and the Civil Code.

the main proposed changes are:
-  from three percent equity interest, shareholders 

must report their voice and capital interest in  
brokerage firms (currently 5 percent);

-  shareholders of brokerage firms are required to 
make their intentions known for equity interests of 
at least three percent, and then report any change 
in their intentions;

-  brokerage firms are allowed by legislation to retrieve 
the identity of their investors, in conjunction with a 
regulation on communication between brokerage 

firms and their investors and indirectly between 
investors themselves;

-  the threshold for using the right to set the agenda 
for the shareholders Annual general meeting is 
increased from 1 percent to 3 percent.

 
the bill has been submitted for consideration at  
the lower House. Ctac is eagerly awaiting the  
developments in this area.

bill For thE amEnDmEnt oF book 2 oF 
thE civil coDE in connEction With thE 
amEnDmEnt oF rulEs on govErnancE 
anD control in public anD privatE  
companiEs.
this bill gives effect to an alternative management 
system in which executive and non-executive 
directors are part of one organ (one-tier model). 
there is also a new regulation providing for the legal 
relationship between director and company, a new 
regulation for conflicts of interest between the Board 
of directors, the Supervisory Board and the decision 
process of the company, and the regulation regarding 
the binding nomination of directors is modified.  
the bill was adopted by the lower House on 8  
december 2009 and has now been submitted to  
the upper House. Ctac is eagerly awaiting the  
developments in this area.

boarD oF DirEctors
Ctac's Board of directors is responsible for developing 
objectives and strategy and for implementing the 
strategic and operational policies of the company. 
in carrying out its duties, the Board of directors 
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concentrates on the interest of the companies and 
related businesses. in this process, it takes into  
account the interests of all stakeholders.
Ctac's Board of directors consists of mr Henny 
Hilgerdenaar (ad interim), jan-Willem Wienbelt and 
Harrie van groenendael. For details of the members 
of the Board, please refer to page 16 .

supErvisory boarD 
the Supervisory Board is primarily responsible for  
supervising the management and policies of the 
board of directors, from both a strategic and  
operational perspective. the Supervisory Board also 
serves as advisory body for the Board of directors. 
the method of working and profile of the Supervisory 
Board are established in regulations and in a profile 
published on our website.  

the Supervisory Board currently consists of messrs 
Herman olde Hartmann (Chairman), Hans jägers and 
ed kraaijenzank. For details of the members of the 
Supervisory Board, please refer to page 17 . 

sharEholDErs annual gEnEral mEEting 
the shareholders general meeting takes place  
annually. All decisions are made based on the  
principle of "one share, one vote". decisions are 
taken by absolute majority of votes, unless the  
statutes or the law prescribe a greater majority. 

the main responsibilities of Cta’s shareholders 
Annual general meeting are:
- establishing the financial results; 
- determining profits and dividends;
-  granting discharge to the Board of directors for the 

policy carried out;
-  granting discharge to the Supervisory Board for the 

supervision of the policy and management within 
the Board of directors;

-  appointment, suspension and dismissal of mem-
bers of the Board of directors and the Supervisory 
Board;

-  appointment of the external auditor;
-  decisions to amend the statutes at the suggestion 

of the Priority Foundation;
-  authorising the Board of directors to purchase own 

shares;
-  determining the remuneration of the members of 

the Supervisory Board;
- approval of important management decisions.

communication
Ctac is committed to open and transparent  
communication with the financial community in  
general and with its financiers in particular. Ctac 
maintains regular contact with analysts and investors, 
and with the financial media that constitute the main 
sources of information for private investors. Ctac 
bases its communication with these audiences on 
information made available through press releases. 
Ctac has specified in a disclosure policy which infor-
mation is made public and when that takes place. 
this ensures that information is provided precisely 
and simultaneously to all shareholders. 

c ta c  a n n u a l  r e p o r t  2 0 0 9
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By taking a critical look at the organisation, costs 
were reduced and the operational efficiency was 
improved over the course of the year. Furthermore, 
from a strategic point of view, there was a strong 
focus on the reinforcement of Ctac's market  
positions, for instance by increasing the sales 
capacity and through targeted acquisitions in the 
netherlands and Belgium. the organisation has also 
been adapted and a number of changes have taken 
place. the basis of these implemented changes was 
recovery of efficiency and also the creation of a  
good market position for in the future.

composition oF thE boarD oF DirEctors 
in 2009, no changes occurred in Ctac's Board of 
directors. the three-man board consisted of Bart 
Hogendoorn (Ceo), jan Willem Wienbelt (CFo)  
and Harry van groenendael (Coo). 

Shortly after the end of the fiscal year, on 5 january 
2010, it was announced that mr Hogendoorn would 
immediately resign from his position as Ceo due to 
a difference of opinion about the management of 
the organisation. mr Henny Hilgerdenaar was asked 
to take on the function of Ceo. mr Hilgerdenaar 
was Ctac's Chairman of the Board during the period 
2001-2005. He has also held various positions within 
the company and is very familiar with the business. 

composition oF thE supErvisory boarD 
in the year under review, two adjustments were  
made to the composition of the Supervisory Board.  
mr Ad van den Huijsen resigned after the shareholders 
Annual general meeting on 20 may 2009. mr Van den 
Huijsen has completed his third term and has with-
drawn from Ctac's Supervisory Board in accordance 
with the regulations. mr ed kraaijenzank was named 
member of the Supervisory Board by the same  

shareholders Annual general meeting. mr Herman 
olde Hartmann was reappointed for his second  
four-year term. 

As of 20 may 2009, the Supervisory Board consists 
of the following three members: mr H.g.B. (Herman) 
olde Hartman (1959), Chairman of Board, mr H.P.m. 
(Hans) jägers (1941) and mr e. (ed) kraaijenzank 
(1956). mr jägers will be nominated for reappointment 
during the shareholders Annual general meeting  
on 14 may 2010. this will be his third and final four-
year term.

the Supervisory Board has two separate committees, 
the Audit Committee and remuneration Committee. 
their composition is identical to that of the Super-
visory Board, with the exception that mr kraaijenzank 
is the chairman of the Audit Committee and  
mr jägers is the chairman of the remuneration  
Committee. 

Further information about the current members of 
the Supervisory Board can be found on page 17  
of this report.

activitiEs oF thE supErvisory boarD
in accordance with a predetermined schedule, the 
Supervisory Board assembled ten times in 2009 for 
meetings of the Board of directors, and four times as 
the Audit Committee. the full Supervisory Board was 
present during all meetings. during the meetings of 
the Board of directors, a number of regular topics 
were discussed, including budget, financial trends 
and results (including contingency plan), market 
developments, organisational structure, general and 
operational state of affairs, remuneration policy and 
implementation and implications thereof, and  
corporate governance. Furthermore, the strategy 

report of the  
Supervisory Board

Partly due to the global economic crisis, 2009 was a difficult year for Ctac, 
which ultimately ended with a net loss. Overall, the demand for IT solutions 
strongly decreased during the second half of the year and this resulted in less 
turnover and a strong pressure on margins and capacity utilisation
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pursued by the company was frequently discussed 
and the major risks associated with the management 
of the company were regularly examined.  
For a further description of these points, please  
refer to pages 30 - 31 of this report. the design and  
operation of the associated internal risk management 
and control systems are periodically reviewed. 

Specific topics discussed in 2009 included the impact 
of the economic crisis on the operations and the 
measures required to mitigate the effects of lower 
demand for it projects. moreover, the integration of 
Core Consulting, acquired in 2008 into the Belgian 
Ctac organisation, the acquisition of the remaining 
minority interests in the Ctac Sme, myuice All-in-one 
and myuice logistics subsidiaries, and the proposed 
acquisition of yellow2B and yellow & red were all 
discussed.

the variable portion of the remuneration of the  
executive Board is based on a number of key Perfor-
mance indicators (kPis). together, these kPis form a  
weighted average of the percentage of the variable 
part of the reward. these kPis consist of finan-
cial data and data regarding staff and customer 
satis faction indicators. For 2009, after discussions 
between the Board of directors and the Supervisory 
Board it was decided tp obstain from the variable 
remuneration . For more details on the remuneration 
policy and the remuneration of the Board of directors, 
please refer to the remuneration report on page 77 
of this report. 

the report of the Supervisory Board contains the 
outline of the remuneration report regarding the 
remuneration policy of the Board. it provides  
accountability, in clear and insightful terms and in 
a transparent manner, for the remuneration policy 
applied and offers an overview of the remuneration 
policy to be carried out. the remuneration report 
provides the total remuneration of individual  
directors, with specifications of the different  
components, in clear and insightful terms. 

the Supervisory Board met once in 2009 without the 
Board of directors. during this meeting, the operation 
of the Supervisory Board itself and the operation of 
the Board of directors were discussed. the com-
position of the Supervisory Board and the Board of 
directors were also discussed. in mutual consultation 
with the Board of directors, mr Bart Hogendoorn 
resigned from his duties as Ceo on 4 january 2010, 
effective immediately due to a difference of opinion 
about the management of the organisation..

the entire Supervisory Board attended the share-
holders Annual general meeting on 20th may 2009.

Aside from the formal meetings, there was regular 
contact regarding current developments, both 
among the Supervisory Board members and with 
members of the Board of directors. A member of the 
Supervisory Board attended a number of consulta-
tion meetings from the employees council on an  
individual basis with members of the Board of direc-
tors. A constructive discussion of the consequences 
of the economic crisis and the measures (to be) taken 
by Ctac took place during these meetings. 

rEmunEration oF thE supErvisory boarD 
the remunerations of the Supervisory Board are not 
linked to the results of the company. the shareholders 
Annual general meeting determines the remunera-
tion of the members of the Supervisory Board. none 
of the supervisory directors are in possession of Ctac 
shares and/or stock options. For the remuneration 
report, please refer to p. [xx] of this report. 

annual accounts anD DischargE
the report of the Board of directors and the annual 
financial results for 2009 were submitted by the 
Board of directors to the Supervisory Board. the 
financial statements have been audited by HlB Van 
daal & Partners n.V. Accountants & taxadvisors and 
validated by an auditor's certificate. this certificate 
is included on page 94 of this report. the financial 
results for 2009 were discussed with the Board of 
directors and with the external auditor and subse-
quently approved in the 14th march 2010 meeting. 
the Supervisory Board has also determined that the 
external auditor was independent from Ctac. 

the Supervisory Board has determined that the 
report of the Board of directors for 2009 meets the 
requirements for transparency and that the financial 
results faithfully represent the financial position 
and profitability of the company. it was therefore 
proposed during the shareholders Annual general 
meeting to ratify the financial results for 2009 and  
to discharge the Board of directors for the policy  
carried out and the Supervisory Board for the  
supervision during the past year.

proFit appropriation anD DiviDEnD  
proposal 
the year 2009 ended with a net loss of eur 2.166  
million, representing a loss per share of eur 0.19.  
Assuming the financial results for 2009 are ratified 
[and in accordance with the dividend policy of 
Ctac as stated on page 14 the shareholders Annual 
general meeting will be requested to approve the 
proposal for appropriation of profit, as determined 
by the Board of directors with the approval of the  
Supervisory Board. the proposal for 2009 is not to 
pay out any dividend
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corporatE govErnancE 
the Supervisory Board and the Board of directors 
are jointly responsible for the corporate governance 
structure of Ctac. Since 2003, the annual report  
includes a separate section exclusively about the 
compliance with the dutch Corporate governance 
Code. At least once a year, the Supervisory Board  
assesses the corporate governance rules that apply 
to the company and advises on any changes.  
Corporate governance is also listed on the agenda 
and discussed during the shareholders Annual  
general meeting.

the composition of the Supervisory Board meets  
the guidelines of the Corporate governance Code.  
the composition is balanced and such that the  
combination of experience, expertise and indepen-
dence allows the Supervisory Board to carry out its 
many tasks properly.

in compliance with the additions to the Corporate 
governance Code presented on 10 december 2008, 
the profile of the Supervisory Board will be updated.

According to the Supervisory Board's judgement, 
best practice determination III.2.1 was complied with. 
All supervisory directors are independent in the 
sense of best practice determination III.2.2. 

in 2009, no transactions of material nature took place 
involving conflicting interests for members of the 
Supervisory Board or the Board of directors.

A detailed description of the corporate governance 
policy of Ctac can be found on page 36 - 38. 
 

WorD oF thanks
the Supervisory Board is grateful to the Board of 
directors and to all employees of Ctac for their  
commitment and contribution in this very  
challenging year. 

's-Hertogenbosch, 25 March 2010 

The Supervisory Board

Mr. H.G.B. Olde Hartmann, Chairman
Mr. H.P.M. Jägers
Mr. E. Kraaijenzank
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Financial statements

consoliDAteD BAlAnce sHeet As At 31 DecemBeR 2009 

(in eur x 1,000)  2009  2008
    
aSSetS    
    
       Fixed assets    
    
7)    Intangible fixed assets   25,169  25,212* 
    
8)    Tangible fixed assets 2,663  3,566 
    
9)    Deferred fiscal claims 1,128  356 
    
    28,960  29,134
    
       current assets    
    
10)  Trade receivables and other accounts receivable 14,004  20,180 
    
11)  Liquid assets 938  1.074 
    
     14,942  21,254
    
    43,902  50,388
    
lIaBIlItIeS    
    
12)   Shareholders’ equity    
    
        Issued and paid-up capital 2,766  2,766 
        Premium on capital stock 10,690  10,690 
        Other reserves 7,020  3,572 
        Result for fiscal year (2,115)  4,947 
    
    18,361  21,975*
        
13)   long-term liabilities

13.1)  Owed to banks 1,533  682 
13.2)  Other liabilities 3,686  5,603 
9)    Deferred tax liabilities 748  815 
    
    5,967  7,100*

   Short-term liabilities    
    
        Owed to banks 2,831  2,301 
14)   Provisions 1,657  855 
15)   Short-term trade payables and other debts 15,034  17,365 
      Corporation tax payable 52  792 
    
    19,574  21,313
    
    43,902  50,388

*   Please refer to page 50, under item 2: ’major accounting principles applied for the financial statements’, for an explanation of the 

adjustments when comparing the figures to 2008. the adjustments are in: intangible fixed assets -/-596, shareholders’ equity +77 

and long-term liabilities -/-673. 
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consoliDAteD pRofit-AnD-loss Account foR 2009
 
(in eur x 1,000)  2009  2008
     
6)  Net turnover  68,366  72,320
         
  Acquisition value hardware and software 6,650  5,492 
      Outsourced work 10,671  10,683 
      Acquisition value of turnover  (17,321)  (16,175)
    
Gross margin  51,045  56,145
    
16)   Staffing costs 38,168  36,018 
    
  Depreciation and amortisation 2,888  2,382 
    
17) Other operating costs 11,749  10,020 
    
        Total operating expenses  (52,805)  (48,420)
    
operating result  (1,760)  7,725
    
  Interest income and similar revenues 450  383 
  Interest expenditure and similar costs (800)  (761) 
  Result from participations (8)  12 
  Other financial expenses (432)   (666)* 
    
18) Total financial income and expenditure  (790)  (1,032)
    
result from ordinary operating activities before taxation  (2,550)  6,693
    
19)  Taxation  435  (1,746)*
    
net  profit  (2,115)  4,947

20) Profit per share    
    
net result per share  (0.18)  0.45
net result per share after dilution  **  

*    Please refer to page 50, under item 2: ‘Major accounting principles applied for the financial statements’ for an explanation of the 
adjustments when comparing the figures to 2008. The adjustments are in: other financial expenses -/-666, taxation +204, third 
party interest (no longer included). Due to these amendments the net result per share for 2008 also changed, by +0.01.

**     net result per share after potential dilution for 2009 is not included. Potential ordinary shares must be treated as diluted if, and 

only if, conversion into ordinary shares would decrease or increase, as the case may be, the profit of loss from continued opera-

ting activities (iAS 33.41).

number of shares at year-end     11,526,460  11,526,460
Weighted average of ordinary shares outstanding    11,526,459  11,069,062

Weighted average of ordinary shares outstanding    13,144,062
for the purpose of calculating the diluted profit per share. 
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consoliDatED statEmEnt oF thE ovErall rEsult For 2009
(in eur x 1,000)  2009  2008
                      
net result directly attributable to shareholders’ equity  0  0 

Net result for the fiscal year         (2,115)  4,947*
Overall result for the fiscal year  (2,115)  4,947

*  Please refer to page 50, under item 2: ‘major accounting principles applied for the financial statements’ for an explanation of the 

adjustments when comparing the figures to 2008. the adjustment is in: net result for the fiscal year +77.

consoliDatED statEmEnt oF changEs in sharEholDErs’ EQuity in 2009 

(in eur x 1,000) Issued share premium Statutory other retained total 
   capital  reserves reserves profits
Balance as at 1 January 2,766 10,690 3,388    5,131  21,975
Changes in intangible  
fixed assets   7 (7)      0
Net result     (2,115) (2,115)
Dividend    (1,499)  (1,499)
Balance as at 31 December 2,766 10,690 3,395 3,625 (2,115) 18,361

the changes in intangible fixed assets reflect the intangible fixed assets related to customers and orders, the intangi-
ble fixed assets related to the products developed and the intangible assets manufactured in-house.

the dividend reflects the payment of the dividend for 2008. 

consoliDatED statEmEnt oF changEs in sharEholDErs’ EQuity in 2008

(in eur x 1,000) Issued share premium Statutory other retained total 
   capital  reserves reserves profits 
Balance as at 1 January 2,133  4,199 2,126 2,112  10,590
Changes in intangible fixed assets   1,262 (1,262)      0
Net result      4,947* 4,947
Dividend    (666)  (666)
Buy-back of shares      (96) (1,871)    (1,967)
Issue of shares      729 8,362    9,091
Balance as at 31 December 2,766 10,690 3,388    184 4,947 21,975

*    Please refer to page 50, under item 2: “major accounting principles applied for the financial statements’ for an explanation of the 

adjustments when comparing the figures to 2008. the adjustment is in: retained profits: +77.

the changes in intangible fixed assets reflect the intangible fixed assets related to customers and orders and the pro-
ducts developed and manufactured in-house.

the dividend reflects the payment of the dividend for 2007. 
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consoliDatED cash-FloW statEmEnt For 2009

 (in eur x 1,000)  2009  2008

caSH-FloW StateMent     

Operating result  (1,760)  7,725 
Depreciation 2,888  2,401 
    1,128   10,126
      
Change in working capital    
Receivables 7,130  (2,490) 
Short-term liabilities (1,847)  2,954 
    5,283  464

cash flow from the company’s operations  6,411  10,590
      
Interest received  450  383
Interest paid  (800)  (761)
Tax on profits paid  (552)  (1,493) 
    (902)  (1,871) 

cash-flow from operating activities  5,509   8,719
       
Investments in tangible fixed assets  (1,102)  (2,210) 
Investments in development costs     
22) Net investment in new participations (737)  (1,587)
22) Expansion of interest in participations (2,210)  (1,001)  
Sale of minority interest in participations  (8)   22 

cash-flow from investment activities  (4,057)  (4,776) 

Long-term liabilities (619)  110
Buy-back of shares    (1,967)
Proceeds from issuing received    465 
Dividend (1,499)  (667) 

cash-flow from financing activities  (2,118)  (2,059)

    (666)  (1,884)
      
Liquid assets 1,074           - 
Short-term debts owed to banks (2,301)  (3,111)
Balance of liquid assets as at 1 December  (1,227)  (3,111)

Liquid assets 938  1,074 
Short-term debts owed to banks (2,831)  (2,301)
Balance of liquid assets as at 31 December  (1,893)  (1,227)
    (666)  (1,884)
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notEs to thE consoliDatED Financial 
statEmEnts 
1. General information about Ctac
Ctac is an iCt service provider specialising in erP 
solutions. the Company’s activities consist of  
implementing, integrating and managing systems, 
including SAP and microsoft systems and of operations 
associated with systems, such as system upgrades 
and system optimisations. the Company is an SAP 
gold Partner and microsoft gold Partner in the 
netherlands, Belgium and germany. Ctac is also 
the largest SAP reseller to medium-sized companies 
in the netherlands. the Company’s customer base 
contains about 600 organisations of varying sizes and 
in a range of sectors. At the end of december 2009 
Ctac employed 465 staff. Ctac has activities in the 
netherlands, Belgium and germany; its head office is 
in ‘s-Hertogenbosch. the Company’s shares are listed 
on euronext Amsterdam (ticker: CtAC).

2. Major accounting principles applied for the  
financial statements
the consolidated financial statements of Ctac n.V. are 
drawn up in compliance with the international Financial 
reporting Standards (iFrS) as interpreted by the 
international Accounting Standards Board (iASB) and 
accepted within the european union. the financial 
statements of Ctac n.V. are drawn up in dutch and 
english, whereby the version in dutch prevails. the 
financial statements are presented in euros. Amounts 
are expressed in thousands of euros, unless stated 
otherwise. the euro is the functional and presentational 
currency of Ctac n.V. 

the Board of directors and Supervisory Board have 
evaluated the financial reporting of Ctac n.V. throug-
hout the fiscal year. the issues that were evaluated 
related to Ctac n.V.’s objective of ensuring transpa-
rency in accounting for its stakeholders and gaining 
progressive insights into the manner in which iFrS 
should be interpreted. the evaluation has led to  
adjustments on one or two points. the adjustments 
are mainly concerned with:

-  obligation to mark down with regard to the  
acquisition of minority stakes in the numbers for  
2009 and 2008

-  Consolidating third party shares into the result for 
2009 and 2008.

-  inclusion in the numbers for 2008 of a deferred tax 
obligation with regard to intangible fixed assets.

no third party interests are included in the results for 
2009 and 2008. iAS 32.35 and iAS 32.26 dictate that if 
financial instruments are included as obligations, the 
related charges must be included as a charge to the 
profit-and-loss account. the financial statements for 
2009 are the first to be drawn up in accordance with 
that requirement. For the purpose of easy comparison, 
the numbers for 2008 have been adjusted to reflect 
this change. the adjustment has consequences for the 
following items in the financial statements for 2008:

Profit-and-loss account
- Financial gains and losses (other financial expenses)
- taxation (deferred tax liabilities)
Balance sheet
- Shareholders’ equity (result for the fiscal year)
- third party interest (no longer applicable) 
- intangible fixed assets 
-  long-term liabilities (other liabilities and deferred tax 

liabilities)
-  Participations (company financial statements)
the applied adjustments have been quantified in the 
explanations.

With regard to consolidating third party interests into 
the financial statements from before 2008, Ctac refers 
to iAS 8.43. For the years earlier than 2008, Ctac has 
not determined the financial instrument that has a  
relationship with third party interests. it is not practically 
possible to retroactively determine the fair value of the 
financial instruments from before 2008.

no deferred tax liabilities were included in the financial 
statements for 2008 when marking the assets in  
connection with the acquisition of Crossverge to fair 
value, as prescribed by iAS 12.19 and 12.22. the  
effects of this omission are relatively moderate and  
are immaterial. However, for the purpose of easy  
comparison, the figures for 2008 have been adjusted 
in the financial statements for 2009. the adjustment 
has consequences for the following items in the  
financial statements for 2008:
Profit-and-loss account
- taxation (deferred tax liabilities)
Balance sheet
- intangible fixed assets 
- Participations (company financial statements)
- Shareholders’ equity
- long-term liabilities (deferred tax liabilities)

the applied adjustments have been quantified in the 
explanations.

drawing up the consolidated financial statements 
in accordance with the iFrS regulations requires the 
management to make judgements, estimates and 
assumptions that influence the effects the guidelines 
have and the valuations of assets, liabilities, income 
and expenses. the estimates and assumptions are 
based on historical experience and various other 
factors that are considered realistic under the given 
circumstances. the estimates and assumptions have 
served as the basis for evaluating the reported  
assets and liabilities. However, actual results and 
circumstances may differ from the assumptions.  
the estimates and underlying assumptions are  
continually assessed and revised as necessary.  
revised estimates and assumptions are recognised  
in the period in which they are revised if they affect 
the relevant period only, or in the period of review 
and future periods if the revision affects both current 
and future periods.
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Applying adjusted and new International Financial 
Reporting Standards (IFRS)
A number of new standards, amendments to standards 
and interpretations did not yet come into force in 2009 
and, consequently, have not been applied to the  
consolidated financial statements, unless explained:
- improvements to iFrS
-  iFriC 17 — disbursements of assets in kind  

to owners
- iFrS 9 — Financial instruments
- iFrS 2 (revised) — Payments based on shares
- iFrS 3 (revised) — Business combinations
- iAS 17 (revised) — lease agreements
-  iAS 27 (revised) — Consolidated and simple  

financial statements
- iAS 39 (revised) — Financial instruments

At the time of drawing up the financial statements the 
management investigates the impact of these revisions 
on the accounts. the amendments will be applied for 
the first time to the fiscal year from the moment they 
become effective.

the following new standards and interpretations 
became effective in 2009 but are not currently  
relevant to Ctac n.V.’s reporting:
- iFriC 13 — Customer loyalty programmes;
-  iFriC 15 – Agreements for the construction of  

real estate
-  iFriC 16 — Hedging of a net investment in  

foreign activities
- iFriC 18 — transferring of assets to customers
-  iAS 1 — Presentation of financial statements  

relating to ‘puttable financial instruments and  
obligations arising on liquidation’

the following new standards and interpretations 
became effective in 2009:
- iFrS 8 — operational segments;
-  iAS 1 — revised version of iAS 1 Presentation of 

financial statements;
- iAS 23 — revised version of iAS 23 Financing costs;
-  iAS 32 — Amendments to iAS 32 Financial  

instruments, presentation;
-  iFrS 1/iAS 27 — Consolidated and simple financial 

statements;
- iFrS 2 — Payments based on shares;
- revised iFrS 3 – Business combinations;
-  improvements to iFrS 2008.
First time application of the new standards and 
interpretations has had no impact on the financial 
statements for 2009 and the comparative figures, 
except iFrS 8.

iAS 14 was replaced in 2009 by iFrS 8. First time  
application of iFrS 8 has caused more segments 
(countries) to be included in the information by  
segment. under iAS 14, where a result and risk  
profile was determinant to designate a segment,  
one segment was reported. under iFrS 8,  
three segments are recognised, the netherlands, 
germany and Belgium, because the management of 
Ctac n.V. focuses on those segments. the compara-
tive figures are as per iFrS 8.

2.1 Accounting principles for consolidation
the consolidation includes Ctac n.V. and all participa-
tions in which Ctac n.V. has a direct or indirect interest 
of more than 50% and where Ctac n.V. can exercise ef-
fective control. twenty-seven companies are included 
in the consolidation, namely:

CTAC NV

Ctac
Belgium
BVBA

100%

Ctac
Nederland

BV

100%

ERP2
BV

100%

Ctac
Dynamics

BV

100%

mYuice
Logistics

BV

100%

mYuice
All-in-One

BV

100%

mYuice
Business One

BV

100%

Ctac
Deutschland

GmbH

100%

Ctac
Retail
GmbH

100%

Ctac
SCM

GmbH

85%

Ctac
Utilities
GmbH

70%

Ctac BS
BV

100%

Ctac
BV

100%  

Ctac MKB
BV

100%

Crossverge
BV

100%

IFS Probity
BV

60%

Ctac
NetIT Services

BV 

100%

Align Business
Transformation

Services BV

100 %

Align Interim
Management 

BV

100%

Ctac
Logistics

BVBA

96.67%

Re-Spect
BVBA

89.8%

Ctac
Square
BVBA

93.33%

Ctac Enterprise
Technology

NV

99.95%

Ctac Managed
Services

NV

100%

Ctac
AMI

BVBA

95.99%

Ctac
Intelligence

BVBA

94%
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Ctac logistics BVBA has interests in:
-  Ctac enterprise technology n.V., 0.05%, causing 

100% of the shares in the Company to be retained 
within the group;

-  re-Spect BVBA, 10.2%, as a result of which 100% 
of the shares in the company are held within the 
group.

Align interim management BV and Align Business 
transformation Services BV no longer carry out 
activities.

the annual accounts of majority participations are 
included in the consolidated financial statements 
from the date on which Ctac n.V. first acquires major 
control until the moment such control ceases. 

the acquisition costs of a newly-acquired participation 
are recognised on the basis of fair value on the  
transaction date of the liquid asset and, where 
relevant, the capital instruments (in this case, shares) 
deployed to finance the acquisition, including the 
costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition. 
goodwill is determined on the basis of the difference 
between the acquisition costs and the net fair value 
of the identifiable assets and liabilities that are  
acquired, including contingent liabilities, at the  
time of the takeover. if the acquisition costs of the  
participation are lower than the fair value of the 
assets and liabilities, including contingent liabilities 
of the relevant participation, then the difference is 
recognised in favour of the result.

inter-company balance sheet equations, transactions 
and unrealised profits on transactions of this nature 
are eliminated when drawing up the consolidated  
financial statements. transactions with associated par-
ticipations are eliminated to the extent of Ctac n.V.’s 
interest in the relevant associated participation when 
drawing up the consolidated financial statements.

the accounting principles for valuation and deter-
mination of the results as included in these financial 
statements are applicable to the balance sheets and 
profit-and-loss accounts for all companies of the 
group that are included in the consolidation.

2.2 Segment reporting
in accordance with iFrS 8, segment information is 
based on operational segments that are monitored by 
managers and upon which they base their operational 
decisions. the operational segments are identified 
on the basis of internal reporting that is  
periodically assessed by the “chief operating  
decision maker” with a view to allocating operational 
means to components and to determining  
performance of the components.

2.3 Foreign currency
2.3.1 Functional and presentation currency
All of the group’s companies use the euro as  
functional currency. Consequently, these consolidated 
financial statements are drawn up in euros, the  
currency of the primary economic environment in 
which Ctac n.V. operates.

2.3.2 Translation of other currencies
Where relevant, transactions and balance sheet  
positions in other currencies are translated into the 
functional currency (euros) on the transaction or 
balance sheet date respectively. Any translation  
differences are recognised immediately in the  
profit-and-loss account.

2.4 Intangible fixed assets
2.4.1 Goodwill
Acquisitions are recognised using the purchase 
method of accounting. goodwill that may result from 
the acquisition of participations is determined on the 
basis of the difference between the acquisition costs 
and the net fair value of the identifiable assets and 
liabilities that are acquired, including contingent  
liabilities, at the time of the takeover. goodwill is 
valued at acquisition cost minus cumulative extra-
ordinary impairment. inclusion of a deferred tax 
obligation affects the level of the goodwill. goodwill 
is attributed to cash-flow generating units. extra-
ordinary impairment of goodwill, where relevant, is 
charged to the profit-and-loss account. extraordinary 
impairment relating to goodwill is never reversed. 
When selling an entity the book value of the goodwill 
is included in the result. Any negative goodwill  
resulting from the acquisition of a participation is re-
cognised immediately in the profit-and-loss account.

2.4.2 Intangible fixed assets related to customers
the intangible fixed assets related to customers per-
tain to the intangible assets of acquisitions identified 
in accordance with iFrS 3 (‘Business Combinations’). 
Among other things, they concern customer and 
contract portfolios and are assessed for fair value at 
the moment of take-over. the fair value at the time 
of take-over is the acquisition cost. the acquisition 
costs of the identifiable tangible fixed assets relating 
to customers are written down through the profit-
and-loss account on the basis of the useful life of the 
individual components. 
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2.4.3 Intellectual property rights related to developed 
products
these intangible fixed assets relate to purchased 
intellectual property rights. these purchased intellec-
tual property rights are recognised at fair value, with 
their fair value being determined on the basis of the 
number of development hours required to be able  
to manufacture the product. the hourly rates linked 
to the number of development hours are actual  
commercial rates (including profit mark-up  
and risk mark-up). 

2.4.4 Intangible fixed assets produced in-house
development costs of intangible fixed assets produced 
in-house are only capitalised when it is probable that 
economic benefits arising from the investment will be 
generated for a period of longer than one year. the 
costs of company staff related directly to the intan-
gible fixed assets developed in-house are taken in at 
actual cost. the costs of any third parties used in the 
manufacturing of in-house produced intangible fixed 
assets are taken in at actual cost. interest charges are 
not a component of the capitalised costs. intangible 
fixed assets produced in-house are amortised from 
the date they are deployed.

2.4.5 Expenditure after initial investment
expenditure on capitalised intangible assets after 
initial investment is only capitalised when it results in 
increasing the future economic benefits arising from 
the investment. All other expenses are recognised as 
charges in the profit-and-loss account.

2.4.6 Depreciation of intangible fixed assets
depreciation costs are determined using the linear 
method and are charged to the profit-and-loss 
account on the basis of the useful economic life of 
a fixed asset. goodwill is tested for extraordinary 
impairment on each balance sheet date. other 
intangible fixed assets are amortised from the date 
they are deployed. the useful economic periods of 
intangible fixed assets used to determine amortisation 
are as follows:
- Customer bases 7 years
- intellectual property rights 7 years
- Contract portfolios  0.5 years
-  intangible fixed assets related  

to developed products 5-10 years
-  Amortisation periods are evaluated annually and 

adjusted when necessary.

2.5 Tangible fixed assets
2.5.1 Company-owned tangible fixed assets
tangible fixed assets are recognised at acquisition cost 
minus cumulative depreciation and extraordinary  
impairment. this includes the additional costs that 
are directly attributable to the acquisition or pro-
duction of the asset. Costs incurred after the asset 
is initially recognised in the financial statements 
are included in the book value of the asset or are 

recognised as a separate asset when it is probable 
that the future economic benefits generated by the 
asset shall accrue to Ctac n.V. and the costs of the 
asset can be reliably determined. maintenance costs 
are recognised in the profit-and-loss account in the 
period in which they are incurred. 

Book profits and book losses on the sale of tangible 
fixed assets are recognised in the profit-and-loss 
account.

2.5.2 Depreciation of tangible fixed assets
tangible fixed assets are recognised at acquisition 
cost minus depreciation, calculated linearly, on the 
basis of their expected useful economic life. the 
annual depreciation rates are as follows:

- Structural changes to leased premises  10% - 20%
- Computer equipment / software 20% - 33 1/3%
- inventory 10% - 25%

Structural changes to premises are depreciated over 
the remaining life of the lease agreement of the  
relevant property or the useful economic life when 
the latter is shorter. the residual value, which is 
usually set to zero, and the useful life of the tangible 
fixed assets are assessed annually on each balance 
sheet date and adjusted as necessary.

2.6 Trade receivables and other accounts receivable
trade receivables and other receivables are initially 
recognised at fair value in the financial statements. 
Provisions for uncollectability are made at the time it 
is presumed that a receivable or part of a receivable 
shall not be collected. the amount of the provision 
is determined as being the difference between the 
book value of the receivable and the present value 
of the estimated future cash-flows, discounted at the 
effective rate of interest; the addition to the provision 
is recognised in the profit-and-loss account under 
other operating costs. 

the item ‘other receivables’ relates to turnover 
gene rated by services provided that have yet to be 
invoiced, other claims, prepayments and accrued 
income. Prepayments and accrued income include the 
amounts to be received pursuant to current projects at 
balance sheet date to the extent that the receivables 
pursuant to these projects exceed the amounts that 
have already been invoiced. When amounts already  
invoiced for current projects exceed the sum of incur-
red costs and realised profit, then the balances relating 
to these projects are recognised under other payables.

2.7 Liquid assets
liquid assets relate to cash at hand and the balances 
of current accounts at financial institutions; they are re-
cognised at actual value. Amounts drawn under credit 
facilities in current account are recognised  
under short-term liabilities.
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2.8 Extraordinary impairment of non-financial assets
intangible assets with an indefinite useful economic 
life and intangible assets that are not ready for use 
are not amortised, but are subjected to an annual 
assessment for extraordinary impairment. Assets 
with a definite useful economic life are amortised 
and assessed for extraordinary impairment whenever 
there is an indication that the book value differs from 
the realisable value. extraordinary impairment is 
recognised at the amount by which the book value 
exceeds the realisable value.

2.8.1 Calculation of the realisable amount
the realisable amount of an asset or cash-flow  
generating unit is the highest amount of the fair 
value minus the disposal costs and the operational 
value. the fair value is the proceeds that will be 
received when selling a cash-flow generating unit to 
a third party in an arm’s length transaction. the  
operational value is the present value of the expec-
ted cash-flow from an asset or cash-flow generating 
unit. For determining the operational value, the 
present value of the estimated future cash-flows is 
calculated using a discount rate that reflects both the 
current market estimates of the time value of money 
and the specific risk relating to the asset. When 
assets generate a cash-flow that cannot be deter-
mined separately then the economic value that is 
determined for the cash-flow of the generating unit 
to which the asset belongs is used. 

2.8.2 Reversal of extraordinary impairment
extraordinary impairment relating to goodwill is 
never reversed. 

extraordinary impairment relating to other assets is 
reversed when the estimates used to determine the 
realisable value have changed. extraordinary impair-
ments are only reversed to the extent that the book 
value of the asset after reversal does not exceed the 
book value, after deduction of depreciation, that 
would have been determined if no impairment had 
been recognised. it is annually assessed whether in-
dications exist that an extraordinary impairment that 
was applied to an asset in previous periods, with the 
exception of goodwill, no longer exists or has been 
reduced. if such an indication exists, the realisable 
value of the concerned asset is re-determined and 
the impairment is adjusted to the extent that the  
assessment provides a reason for doing so.

2.9 Shareholders’ equity
2.9.1 Issued and paid-up share capital
the company’s authorised capital amounts to  

eur 7,200,000, divided into 30,000,000 shares with a 
nominal value of eur 0.24, consisting of: 14,999,999 
ordinary shares, 15,000,000 preferential shares and 
one priority share. the issued capital consists of 
11,526,459 ordinary shares and 1 priority share.  
All issued shares are fully paid up.

Changes in the volumes of outstanding ordinary 
shares are as follows:

    2009 2008
Status as at 1 january 11,526,459 8,889,525

Buy-backs during the fiscal year            - (400,000)
Sales / issues during the fiscal year       - 3,036,934

As at 31 december 11,526,459    11,526,459

no changes occurred with regard to preferential and 
priority shares. Please refer to page 88 ‘other infor-
mation’ for rights, preferential rights and restrictions 
that apply to each category of shares.

2.9.2 Buy-back of own shares
immediately Ctac n.V. buys back company shares  
(referred to as ‘treasury Shares’), the amount of 
the payment made for the buy-back, including any 
directly attributable costs (after taxation), where  
relevant, is deducted from other reserves until the  
relevant shares are withdrawn, re-issued or sold. in 
case the bought-back shares are sold or re-issued, 
the amount then received, minus any directly  
attributable costs (after taxation) is recognised in 
favour of other reserves.

on 31 december 2009 no treasury shares were held 
by Ctac n.V. or by any of its subsidiary companies. 

2.9.3 Dividends
dividend paid to the shareholders of Ctac n.V. is  
recognised as a liability at the time the Annual  
general meeting of shareholders resolves on the 
payment of that dividend.

2.9.4 Option plan
the number of outstanding option rights shall not 
exceed 10% of the number of outstanding ordinary 
shares.

no option rights were granted in 2009 and no  
options were outstanding at the end of 2009. 

2.10 Long-term liabilities
2.10.1 Loans
loans are recognised in the financial statements at 
fair value plus transaction costs. After initial inclusion 
loans are valued at amortised cost.

2.10.2 Obligation to purchase minority interests
minority interests in consolidated subsidiaries on 
which put options are granted to the minority share-
holders are presented as a liability separately from 
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shareholders’ equity. this constitutes an obligation 
for Ctac to buy the shares from the minority share-
holders. the obligation is recognised at estimated 
fair value. the valuation methods that are used 
conform to the underlying agreements. especially 
development of performance is a determining factor 
in the evaluation. With regard to the obligation to 
purchase, Ctac have the choice of paying in cash 
or in a to-be-determined number of shares of Ctac 
n.V. itself. on the basis of its right to choose, Ctac 
n.V. presents the obligation as a liability. the liability 
ensuing from this obligation stood at eur 4.3 million 
at the end of 2009 (7.4 million at the end of 2008) and 
is recognised as intangible fixed assets (goodwill) on 
the assets side of the balance sheet. 

A discount rate of 10% has been used when calculating 
to the obligation to buy minority interests. As-
sumptions for increase in turnover, yield, etc., have 
also been made. deviations from the assumptions 
may lead to deviations in fair value. the impact will 
depend on the magnitude of the deviation. 

Changes in the purchasing obligations resulting from 
accruing interest are recognised in the profit-and-loss 
account under other financial losses.

2.11 Provisions
Provisions are made in the balance sheet when the 
following conditions are met: 
1.  Ctac n.V. is under a legally enforceable or actual 

obligation as a result of a past event;
2.  it is probable that an outflow of funds will be 

involved in discharging the obligation;
3.  a reliable estimate can be made of the outflow of 

funds deemed to be necessary to discharge the 
obligation. 

 
the provision for vacant premises relates to future 
lease expenses, including fixed costs associated with 
the lease and minus the expected income from  
sub-letting, for the period of the contract in which 
the property is not expected to be used. if the  
termination fee of lease contract is lower the  
provision is based on such lower value. 
 
An other provision of an amount equal to the 
estimated required work is recognised in respect of 

guaranty commitments existing at the end of the  
financial year. this provision is based on the cost 
price of the work still expected to be carried out. 
 
in the event of a loss-making project a provision is 
made for the amount by which the expected benefits 
from the agreement for Ctac are lower than the  
unavoidable costs that are required in order to meet 
the relevant obligations.

2.12 Trade payables and other debts
At initial inclusion trade payables and other debts  
are recognised in the financial statements at fair value 
plus transaction costs. After initial inclusion trade pa-
yables and other debts are valued at amortisedcost.

2.13 Recognition of turnover
net turnover is understood to be income, excluding 
turnover tax, from services carried out for third  
parties and products supplied to third parties in the 
year under review. the manner in which turnover is 
recognised depends on the nature of the services 
that were supplied and the contractual terms  
governing the relevant services.

income is recognised at fair value.

2.13.1 Contracts on the basis of contractual rates and 
retrospective costing
turnover resulting from services under contracts 
based on contractual rates and retrospective costing 
are recognised at the time the services are provided, 
irrespective of the duration of the contract.

2.13.2 Fixed-price contracts
in the case of contracts with fixed pricing, turnover 
is recognised proportionally to the total contract 
price, pro rata to the achieved progress during the 
fiscal year (percentage of completion / PoC), to the 
extent that the rendered services can be reliably 
determined on balance sheet date and the costs 
already incurred for the transaction and the costs to 
be incurred for completing the transaction can be 
reliably estimated. When applying the PoC method, 
turnover is recognised on the basis of total costs 
incurred on balance sheet date in relationship to the 
total estimated costs that will be incurred for fulfilling 
the contractual obligations. 
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the estimates are adjusted once circumstances 
give cause to changing the original estimate of the 
turnover, costs or work still to be completed. the 
adjustments may exert influence on the turnover or 
costs still to be realised and are recognised in the 
period in which the circumstances occur that give 
cause to adjusting the estimates.

2.13.3 Licences
turnover arising from sales of licences whereby the 
sale does impose any complementary obligations on 
Ctac n.V. are fully recognised at the time of delivery. 

When a licence is part of a project and the licence  
is not separately identifiable, the turnover  
generated by the sale of the licence is recognised 
as part of the overall contract price pro rata to the 
achieved progress during the fiscal year (percentage 
of completion). in this regard complementary  
services are rendered within the contract by  
Ctac n.V., such as integration, modification and  
customisation. turnover emanating from selling 
bought and passed-on licences, whereby no  
material supplementary services are rendered by 
Ctac n.V., is recognised for the amount of the  
realised margin at the time of delivery.

2.14 Expenses
2.14.1 Expenses relating to the acquisition value of 
hardware, software and outsourced work
expenses relating to the acquisition value of hard-
ware, software and outsourced work out are  
recognised at historical cost in the period in which 
they are incurred.

2.14.2 Pension costs
At Ctac employees build pensions for their own 
account and at their own risk. Ctac’s contribution is 
recognised under staffing costs.

2.14.3 Operational lease payments / rents
operational lease payments are recognised linearly 
in the profit-and-loss account during the lease term. 
rents for premises are recognised linearly in the 
profit-and-loss account during the lease term. 

2.14.4 Financing gains and losses
Financing gains include interest received on current 
account balances with financial institutions and 
interest received when settling fiscal receivables. 
Financing losses include interest charged by financial 
institutions on borrowed funds and interest paid 
when settling fiscal obligations.

2.15 Taxation of the result
taxation of the result in the fiscal year comprises 
taxes due and available for set-off, and deferred 
taxes. taxation of the result is recognised in the 
profit-and-loss account unless the tax relates to items 
recognised directly in shareholders’ equity. in the 
latter case, related taxes are also recognised directly 
in shareholders’ equity. 

the taxes owed and available for set-off consist of 
corporation tax on the taxable result, which is calcula-
ted based on prevailing tax rates, whereby exempted 
profit constituents and non-deductable amounts, as 
well as corrections to the tax in earlier financial years, 
are taken into account. 

deferrals are calculated on the basis of set tariffs 
and legislation that were already enacted or were 
substantively enacted on balance sheet date and are 
expected to be applicable at the time the related 
deferred tax asset is realised or the deferred tax 
liability is paid.

deferred tax receivables in respect of off-settable 
losses are only recognised to the extent it is proba-
ble they may be compensated against the profits of 
subsequent years. deferred tax assets and liabilities 
of the same duration and with the same fiscal entity 
are set off against each other on the balance sheet 
provided that such setting off is permitted by law. 

3. Principles for the cash-flow statement 
the cash-flow statement is drawn up using the indirect 
method. in the cash flow statement distinction is 
made between the cash flows from operating acti-
vities, investment activities and financing activities. 
income and expenditure relating to profit tax and 
interest receipts and payments are recognised as  
elements of the net cash-flow from operating 
activities. Cash-flows resulting from the acquisition 
or disposal of financial interests (participations and 
investments) are recognised as elements of the cash-
flow from investment activities, whereby the presence 
of liquid assets with these participations is taken into 
account. Paid dividends are recognised as elements 
of the cash-flow from financing activities. the cash-
flow statement recognises the balance of the liquid 
assets including amounts drawn from the current 
account as recognised in the short-term liabilities.

4. Financial risk management
Ctac n.V. is faced with several financial risks, such as 
market risks, credit risks and liquidity risk. general 
risk management within Ctac n.V., as directed by 
the Board of directors, covers a broader field than 
solely financial risks. more information is given in the 
risk management section of the report of the Board 
of directors enclosed on page 30 of this Annual 
report. risk management focuses on taking stock of 
the major risks and targeted controlling of such risks 
on the basis of directives, procedures, systems, best 
practices, inspections and audits. our financial risk 
management is focused specifically on the relevant 
risks confronting Ctac n.V. within this context.

4.1 Market risk
4.1.1 Interest-rate risk
Ctac n.V. is exposed to interest rate risk that is 
restricted to the eurozone. At year-end 2009 Ctac 
n.V.’s long-term interest-bearing debts to financial 
institutions amounted to eur 1.5 million.
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the debit interest rate is 1.75% over one-month 
euribor. in view of Ctac n.V.’s total resultant interest 
expenses (2009: eur 0.8 million) that are involved, it 
has been decided not to hedge interest rate risk for 
the time being. 

4.1.2 Exchange rate risk
All companies within Ctac n.V. are located in the  
eurozone. the great majority of turnover is genera-
ted within the eurozone. Consequently the euro is 
Ctac n.V.’s functional and presentation currency.  
Ctac n.V. does not have any assets or liabilities out-
side the eurozone. the management of Ctac n.V.  
considers foreign exchange rate risk at year-end  
2009 to be very small.

4.2 Credit risk
Credit risk is managed from a central location. 
Credit risk ensues from liquid assets and transactions 
with customers, including outstanding receivables. 
Ctac n.V. accepts only professional parties within 
the netherlands as its financial institutions. Ctac 
n.V.’s financing facility has been secured from Van 
lanschot Bankiers. Creditworthiness of customers 
is determined in advance on the basis of project 
acceptance criteria. external credit ratings are used 
for this purpose, if available. When no external credit 
ratings are available, Ctac n.V. assesses the customer’s 
creditworthiness on the basis of its financial position, 
past experiences and other factors. Credit risks rela-
ting to customers are continually assessed. Although 
economic conditions have deteriorated in 2009, Ctac 
n.V.’s Board of directors is of the opinion that the 
credit risks relating to customers are limited for the 
time being.

4.3 Liquidity risk
Ctac n.V.’s liquidity management, with the exception 
of recent acquisitions, is carried out from a central  
location. in so doing Ctac n.V. makes use of the 
credit facilities that are managed at a central location 
and were concluded in 2002.Ctac has access to a 
credit facility of eur 10.2 million, whereby it has been 
agreed with the bank that outstanding debt to the 
bank shall not exceed 70% of outstanding receiva-
bles of less than 90 days old. the liquidity management 
is focused on the optimum use of the available liquid 
assets and credit facilities within Ctac n.V. to this 
end, liquidity forecasts for the short and medium 
term are prepared at periodic intervals. the forecasts 
are periodically adjusted on the basis of actual reali-
sations and possible adjustments in outlook.

4.4 Capital risk management
Capital is centrally managed and aims at Ctac n.V.’s 
continuity on the one hand and at optimising the 
capital structure on the other. 

the instruments used to arrive at an optimum capital 
structure are the dividend policy, the possibility of 

buying back company shares and the possibility of 
issuing shares, in particular within the context of  
financing potential takeovers or the reduction of 
debt positions. As is customary within the industry, 
Ctac n.V.’s target is maintaining the total of loans and 
overdrafts at a maximum of 2 times earnings before 
interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation (eBitdA). 
With results being under pressure, the target was not 
achieved at the end of 2009. Ctac n.V. endeavours 
to maintain a minimum solvency ratio of 25%. At 
year-end 2009 the solvency ratio was 42% (year-end 
2008: 44%).

5. Major estimates and assumptions
5.1 Estimates relating to extraordinary impairment of 
goodwill
the realisable value is the estimated immediate 
market value or the operational value, if the latter is 
higher. When determining the operational value of 
an asset the present value of the estimated future 
cash-flows is determined using a discount rate that 
reflects both the current market estimates of the  
time value of money and the specific risks relating to 
the asset. 

the future cash-flows are estimated based on actual 
and historical results from each asset. A detailed  
forecast for the coming year and forecasts on the basis 
of conservative assumptions for growth in turnover 
and development of margins are prepared for each 
asset. Cash-flows of longer than five years are extra-
polated, using low growth rates. the assumptions 
that are used are accepted within the industry in 
which Ctac is active. 

6. Segmented information
the company provides a group of closely related 
services to the SAP consultancy market, 
generally on a project basis. Ctac n.V. management 
directs the Company on the basis of three  
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geographical segments, namely the netherlands, Belgium and germany. in the financial statements there are no 
differences between segments in the evaluation of management information. Prices and conditions for transactions 
between segments are objectively and commercially set at arm’s length.

Segmented results for the year 2009 are specified as follows:

(in eur x 1,000)

2009  the Belgium Germany Inter- consolidated
    netherlands   segment   
       elimination    

Turnover per segment  51,838 17,586  729 (1,787)  68,366
           
Operating result  (2,395)  824 (189) - (1,760)
           
Financial gains  510 48 - (108) 450
Financial losses  (1,078)  (256) (6) 108 (1,232) 
Result from participations  (4) - (4) - (8)
           
Result before tax  (2,967)  616 (199) - (2,550)
           
Taxation  (737) 302 - - (435)
Result after tax  (2,230) 314 (199) - (2,115)
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Segmented results for the year 2008 are specified as follows:

(in eur x 1,000)

2008  the Belgium Germany Inter- consolidated
    netherlands   segment   
       elimination 
Turnover per segment  61,679  12,401  308 (2,068)  72,320
           
Operating result  6,479 1,285 (39) - 7,725
           
Financial gains  358 49 - (24) 383
Financial losses  (1,317) (131) (3) 24 (1,427)
Result from participations  - - 12 - 12
           
Result before tax  5,520 1,203 (30) - 6,693
           
Taxation  1,305 439 2 - 1,746
           
Result after tax  4,215 764 (32) - 4,947

the remaining segmented information in relation to the profit-and-loss account 2009 is as follows:

(in eur x 1,000)

Depreciation 2009  the Belgium Germany Inter- consolidated
    netherlands   segment   
       elimination 

Intangible fixed assets  711 151                 - - 862
Tangible fixed assets  1,976 48 2 - 2,026
     2,687 199 2 - 2,888

the remaining segmented information in relation to the profit-and-loss account 2008 is as follows:

(in eur x 1,000)

Depreciation 2009  the Belgium Germany Inter- consolidated
    netherlands   segment   
       elimination 

Intangible fixed assets  579 -       - - 579
Tangible fixed assets  1,776 41 2 - 1,819
     2,355 41 2 - 2,398
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7. Intangible fixed assets

the following statement lists the changes in assets recognised in this balance sheet item:

(in eur x 1,000)        

Goodwill

Intangible fixed 
assets related 
to customers 

and orders 

Intangible fixed 
assets related 
to developed 

products

In-house  
produced 

intangible fixed 
assets total

2009 2008 2009 2008 2009 2008 2009 2008 2009 2008

Book value as at 
1 January as per 
financial statements 
2008  22,238   -   -   2,126   24,364
Adjustments to 
initial balance sheet 
figures  (2,355)* - -          -

         
(2,355)

Book value as at  
1 January after 
adjustments 21,824 19,883 257 - 1,453 - 1,678 2,126 25,212 22,009
Investments 2,083 8,242 870 277 - 1,564 - - 2,953 10,083
Adjustments to  
i\Investments (346)* - - - (346)
Payment variances (2,134) (8,060) - - - - - - (2,134) (8,060)
Adjustments to  
payment variances 2,105* - - - 2,105
Depreciation - - (190) (20) (223) (111) (449) (448) (862) (579)

         
Book value as at  
31 December 21,773 21,824 937 257 1,230 1,453 1,229 1,678 25,169 25,212

         
Total acquisition 
cost 21,773 21,824 1,147 277 1,564 1,564 2,238 2,238 26,722 25,903
Total depreciation - - (210) (20) (334) (111) (1.009) (560) (1,553) (691)

         
Book value as at  
31 December 21,773 21,824 937 257 1,230 1,453 1,229 1,678 25,169 25,212

*    Please refer to page 50, under item 2: ‘major accounting principles applied for the financial statements’ for an explanation of the 

adjustments when comparing the figures to 2008.

the turnover projections for the earn out periods for the participations are less favourable because of the worsening 
economic circumstances. Consequently, the fair value of debt and the goodwill to be paid from earn out work out 
lower at year-end 2009, due to payment variances amounting to 2,134 (eur x 1,000).

7.1 Investments and divestments
investments in 2009 in goodwill, intangible fixed assets related to customers and intellectual property rights related to 
products pertain to the acquisition of Core Consulting and the expansion of interests of existing Ctac n.V. subsidiaries. 

7.1.1 Acquisition Crossverge in 2008.
the definitive determination of the “purchase method of accounting” contains no deviation compared to the  
provisionally determined amounts of 2008.

7.1.2 Acquisitions and allocation of acquisition costs
Takeover of Core Consulting 
on 2 january 2009, Ctac acquired 100% of the shares of Core Consulting n.V.. this acquisition strengthens  
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Ctac’s leading position in the Belgian market of SAP-specialists. 
Core Consulting offers Ctac further economies of scale in a very technical field, where Core Consulting is known for its 
technical know-how. it enables Ctac to offer a broader portfolio of services. in addition Core Consulting will accelerate 
Ctac’s organic growth in Belgium by expediting the setting up of a technical operational centre. Core Consulting’s 
renowned Belgian customers constitute an excellent supplement to Ctac’s current customer base, as Core Consulting 
is also well represented in Wallonia, where Ctac’s position is less prominent. Core Consulting will be merged with Ctac 
Belgium’s existing SAP management operations.

Core Consulting is consolidated effective 1 january 2009. 

the purchase price is based on an earn out agreement which depends on Core Consulting’s results for 2009 and 2010. 
Consequently, the last instalment of the purchase price will not be paid until the first quarter of 2011. A maximum of 
13% of the purchase price will be paid in Ctac n.V. shares, where the shares are valued at the average over 3 months 
preceding the payment, and the remainder will paid in cash. depending on the results eventually achieved, the total 
purchase price is expected to be around 3x times the average eBit for 2008, 2009 and 2010.

After the acquisition of Core Consulting n.V., its name was changed to Ctac managed Services n.V.

core consulting (in eur x 1.000)  Book value  adjustments Fair 
    of the assets to fair value value 
    before 
    acquisition
     
Net acquired assets and liabilities      
       
Intangible fixed assets related to customers   839 839
Intangible fixed assets related to orders   31 31
Balance of deferred taxes   (249) (249)
Tangible fixed assets  19   19
Trade receivables  833   833
Other receivables  120  120
Cash  77   77
Loans  -   -
Trade payables  (360)  (360)
Other payables  (423)  (423)
       
Net identified assets and liabilities  266 621 887
Goodwill originating on acquisition    2,091
       
purchase price     2,978
       
Deferred purchase price      694
Financed with long-term liabilities      1,470
Sum paid in cash incl. recognised costs      814
Acquired cash      77
       
Net cash-flow due to acquisition      737
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7.1.3 Processing of expanding the interest in Ctac SME, mYuice All-in-One, mYuice Logistics and IFS Probity
in April 2009, Ctac acquired the remaining minority interests in its subsidiaries Ctac mkB, myuice All-in-one and 
myuice logistics. therewith Ctac now has complete ownership of all its activities for small and medium enterprises in 
the field of all-in-one logistic services. in july 2009, Ctac acquired the remaining minority interest in its subsidiary  
netit and increased its interest in jFS Probity by 8.8% to 59.8% in accordance with the earn out agreements.

Opportunity cost
Altogether, an amount of eur 2.2 million has been paid for expanding these interests (Ctac Sme, myuice All-in-one, 
myuice logistics, netit en iFS Probity). the goodwill paid for the expansion of these minority interests amounted to 
eur 1.7 million. the fair value of the assets has not been adjusted.

7.2 Extraordinary impairments and extraordinary impairment reversals 
Ctac n.V. has not recognised any extraordinary impairment of intangible fixed assets in 2009. nor has any impairment, 
recognised in previous years, been reversed in 2009. 

7.3 Intangible fixed assets related to customers and to developed products 
A portion of the purchase price for Core Consulting has been allocated to the existing order portfolio and to existing 
customers.

7.4 Impairment test for cash-flow generating units to which goodwill can be allocated 
the realisable value is the estimated immediate market value or the operational value, if the latter is higher. When 
determining the operational value of an asset the present value of the estimated future cash-flows is calculated using a 
discount rate that reflects both the current market estimates of the time value of money and the specific risks relating 
to the asset. 

Future cash-flows are estimated using actual and historical results from each asset. A detailed forecast for the coming 
year and forecasts for the years thereafter, on the basis of conservative assumptions for growth in turnover and  
development of margins, are prepared for each asset.  Cash-flows of longer than five years are extrapolated, using  
low growth rates. the assumptions that are used are accepted within the industry in which Ctac is active.

Ctac identifies five cash-flow generating units, namely Ctac Business Services, Ctac mkB, Ctac Professional Services, 
Ctac managed Services and Ctac Belgium. Ctac Business Services has been accorded eur 10.9 mio goodwill (2008: 
eur 13.9 mio), Ctac Sme has been accorded eur 3.2 mio goodwill (2008: eur 3.7 mio), Ctac Professional Services has 
been accorded eur 0.3 mio goodwill (2008: eur 0.3 mio), Ctac managed Services has been accorded eur 0.4 mio  
goodwill (2008: eur 0.3 mio) and Ctac Belgium has been accorded eur 6.4 mio goodwill (2008: eur 4.2 mio).

the following assumptions were applied when testing for impairment:
Ctac’s WACC is around 10% on the basis of an interest rate of 4% for 10 years, a risk premium of 4.75%, a Beta of 1.2 
and a target ratio ((e/(d+e)) of 1.0. 
the mentioned risk premium is the risk premium for Ctac as a whole. 
the risk premium for the purpose of impairment varies according to activity, depending on market and size and de-
pending on sales of consultancy or products. 
the risk premium varies between 6% and 10%. For extrapolation beyond 5 years a growth percentage of 2% is applied. 
the discount rate that has been used varies between 10.7% and 15.5%.
When setting the principles, attention has been paid to the overall situation of Ctac, and the following aspects are 
included in the assessment:
- the capital markets, for a company such as Ctac
- the financial situation of Ctac 
- the current economic and market circumstances
- the position of Ctac vis-à-vis a number of peers in the sector. 
in this respect, Ctac is a company that has shown strong growth and developments in yield in the years from 2004 to 
2008. in 2009, a year when economic circumstances were challenging, Ctac has shown that it can survive under  
economically difficult circumstances, with the exception of a number of incidental items. the large component of “re-
curring” business in its managed services turnover and a large number of customers in a diverse array of sectors  
has a positive impact on the risk profile of Ctac. 
the key figures usual for the sector were used for the impairment tests (risk premium and Beta).

A sensitivity analysis has also been applied to the principles. 
Adjustments in the principles on WACC and the assumed eventual growth may be absorbed to a decrease of 15% (in 
eventual growth and WACC) by all cash-flow generating units. in Belgium, the valuation of the participations in the 
danger zone comes out above 15%. larger fluctuations may be absorbed by the dutch cash-flow generating units.
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8. Tangible fixed assets

the following statement lists the changes in assets recognised in this balance sheet item:

 
(in eur x 1,000)        

Structural   
alterations to 

 leased 
 premises  computers Inventory total

2009 2008 2009 2008 2009 2008 2009 2008
         

Book value as at 1 January 225 164 3,044 2,708 297 294 3,566 3,166
Investments 51 131 953 2,041 111 98 1,115 2,270
Investments as a result of         
purchase of group companies - - 3 12 16 - 19 12

Divestments - - (11) (57) - (6) (11) (63)
Depreciation (55) (70) (1,858) (1,660) (113) (89) (2,026) (1,819)

        
Book value as at 31 December 221 225 2,131 3,044 311 297 2,663 3,566

Total acquisition cost 767 717 8,285 7,343 1,275 1,164 10,327 9,224
Increase in acquisition value follo-
wing purchase of group companies - - 13 26 92 - 105 26
Total depreciation (546) (492) (6,157) (4,311) (980) (867) (7,683) (5,670)
Increased depreciation following 
purchase of group companies - - (10) (14) (75) - (85) (14)

        
Book value as at 31 December 221 225 2,131 3.044 311 297 2,663 3,566

8.1 Investments and divestments
investments in computers during 2009 are mainly investments in laptops, servers, storage capacity and a new  
telephone switchboard.

8.2 Extraordinary impairments and reversals of extraordinary impairments
Ctac n.V. has not recognised any extraordinary impairment of tangible fixed assets in 2009. nor has any impairment 
recognised in previous years been reversed in 2009.

9. Deferred taxation
deferred taxes are specified as follows:

 (in eur x 1,000)   2009 2008

Deferred tax claims   1,128 356
Deferred tax liabilities   748 815*
  
total deferred taxes   380 (459)

*    Please refer to page 50, under item 2: ‘major accounting principles applied for the financial statements’ for an explanation of the 

adjustments when comparing the figures to 2008. the adjustment is in: deferred tax liabilities +815. 
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Changes in deferred tax claims are specified as follows:

 (in eur x 1,000)   2009 2008
   
Balance as at 1 January    356 813
  
Withdrawal in connection with carry back taxable sum   - (456)
Withdrawal in connection with changes in tariffs   - (20)
Addition to deductible losses   485 19
Addition in connection with unrealised inter-company results   287 -
Balance as at 31 December   1,128 356

the rights to compensate losses against taxable profits are recognised when it is expected that compensation will be 
honoured (total at year-end 2009 around eur 3.4 mio; year-end 2008: around 1.4 mio). the amount is recognised at the 
nominal rate as applicable to future financial years. the total of the off-settable tax losses is around eur 3.6 mio  
at year-end 2009 (around eur 1.4 mio at year-end 2008). 
no deferred tax claim has been recognised with regard to off-settable losses of around eur 0.2 mio, because it is 
insufficiently probable that in future taxable profits will become available for off-setting against. eur 0.2 mio of this 
relates to the loss in germany. the losses in germany can be compensated without limit.

Changes in deferred tax obligations are specified as follows:

 (In eur x 1,000)   2009 2008
  
Balance as at 1 January as per the financial statements 2008             -
Adjustment to initial balance           806*

Balance as at 1 January    815 806
  
Intangible fixed assets related to customers  
 Adjustment     436*
 Additions because of acquisitions   221 
 Withdrawal in connection with depreciation   (105) 
  
Discounting of earn out obligation  
 Adjustment     (427)*
 Addition because of new obligations  
 Changes in connections with variances in payments and valuation  (73) 
 Withdrawal in connection with interest accruals   (110) 
  
Balance as at 31 December   748 815

*    Please refer to page 50, under item 2: ‘major accounting principles applied for the financial statements’.  

for an explanation of the adjustments when comparing the figures to 2008. 

10. Trade receivables and other accounts receivable
the specification of the trade receivables and other receivables is as follows:

 (in eur x 1,000)    2009 2008
    
Trade receivables    10,974  14,394
Provision for doubtful accounts receivable      (783)    (534)
   
Trade receivables - net     10,191  13,860
Turnover still to be invoiced in respect of services already rendered     2,970   3,731
Other receivables           99      299
Prepayments and accrued income         744   2,290
     
Balance as at 31 December     14,004  20,180
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the fair value of the trade receivables and other receivables is close to the book value. on 31 december 2009 this 
applies also to an amount of eur 3.3 million trade receivables (31 december 2008: eur 6.7 million) for which the 
payment period has lapsed. during 2009 Ctac had to write off eur 0.6 million worth of trade receivables because of 
bankruptcies. At year-end 2009 the provision for receivables that are considered uncollectible stood at eur 0.8 million. 
Although the payment periods have lapsed, at balance sheet date there are no indications that the relevant trade 
debtors will not fulfil their payment obligations. the age of the trade receivables is as follows:

 (in eur x 1,000)   2009 2008
    
Trade receivables for which there is no doubt as to  
collectability and for which the payment periods have not yet lapsed:   6,882  7,188
  
less than 1 month   1,471  3,412
between 1 and 2 months   471     460
between 2 and 3 months   299     417
more than 3 months   1,068 2,383
    
     3,309  6,672
    
trade receivables - net    10,191  13,860

the changes in the provision for doubtful debts are as follows:

 (in eur x 1,000)   2009 2008
    
Balance as at 1 January    534  365
Addition to the provision during the fiscal year   556  200
Receivables written off as uncollectable during the fiscal year       (94)     (31)
Released   (213) -
     
Balance as at 31 December    783  534

the claims in respect of trade receivables are exclusively in eur. Ctac n.V. does not have receivables from trade 
debtors in currencies other than eur. the addition to and release from provisions are recognised in the profit-and-loss 
account in the ‘other operating costs’ item. Amounts included in the provision are usually debited at the time there is 
no longer any expectation that further payments in respect of the receivable will actually be received. 

the other items within trade receivables and other receivables do not include any assets with impairment. 

the prepayments and accrued income includes prepaid costs, receivables pursuant to fixed-price current contracts, 
and amounts still to be received. the other liabilities at year-end 2009 and year-end 2008 have a duration of less than  
1 year. 

maximum credit risk on balance sheet date is the fair value of each item in the receivables as stated above. Ctac n.V. 
has not obtained any sureties relating to this receivable. 
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11. Liquid assets
the amounts recognised in this balance sheet item are freely disposable. Amounts drawn under the current account 
credit facility at year-end 2009, amounting to eur 10.2 million, are included under short-term liabilities. the majority of 
the group companies stand severally liable for the current account credit facility. 

no financial derivatives exist within Ctac n.V. on balance sheet date. 

the liquid assets are placed with professional market parties who have a credit quality that is assessed as good.

12. Shareholders’ equity
At year-end 2009 the Company’s authorised capital amounts to eur 7,200,000, divided into 30,000,000 shares of eur 
0.24 as follows: 14,999,999 ordinary shares, 15,000,000 preference shares and 1 priority share. the subscribed capital is 
comprised of 11,526,459 ordinary shares and 1 priority share. All issued shares are fully paid up.

the composition of and changes in shareholders’ equity during the years 2008 and 2009 is stated on page 48 of the 
financial statements.

A statutory reserve is maintained in respect of recognised development costs. the amount in this reserve is released in 
proportion to the decline in the book value of the recognised development costs. 

the number of outstanding option rights shall not exceed 10% of the number of outstanding ordinary shares.  
there are no outstanding option rights.

13. Long-term liabilities
the composition of the long-term liabilities is as follows:

13.1 Owed to banks
the long-term debts to financial institutions include the loans taken out by Ctac Belgium BVBA in 2007 in order to 
finance acquisitions (in 2007 Ctac enterprise technology n.V. (formerly Smart Solutions n.V.), in 2009 Ctac managed 
Services n.V. (formerly Core Consulting n.V.)). the interest rate on the long-term loan from 2007 is euribor + 1%. this 
loan is repaid over five years (in equal monthly instalments). the interest rate on the long-term loan from 2009 is  
euribor + 1.85%. this loan is repaid over 5 years (in equal monthly instalments). As surety, a lien is attached to the 
shares of Ctac managed Services n.V. and Ctac enterprise technology n.V. and the loan to Ctac Belgium BVBA by 
Ctac n.V. (eur 0.9 million) has been subordinated.

(in eur x 1,000)                             2009 2008
  
Balance as at 1 January   682 573
Transfer from short-term to long-term liabilities   - 363
   
Drawdown of loan   1,470 -
  
Transfer to short-term liabilities   (619) (254)
  
Balance as at 31 December   1,533 682

 (in eur x 1,000)                            1-2 years > 2 years total
   
Expiry dates on long-term loans as at year-end 2009  625 908 1,533
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13.2 Other obligations
this relates to Ctac’s long-term obligations towards minority shareholders of subsidiaries of Ctac n.V. with whom  
Ctac has concluded earn out and/or supplementary payment agreements.

(in eur x 1,000)                               2009 2008
Balance as at 1 January as per the financial statements 2008    16,815
Adjustment to initial balance    (3,162)*
Balance as at 1 January   5,603 13,653
  
New obligations in connection with new acquisitions   764 4,167
Adjustments new acquisitions     (1,093)*
Payment variances    (2,480) (12,052)
Adjustments to payment variances     2,101*
  
Transfer to short-term liabilities   (633) (1,839)
Accruing interest on earn out obligation*   432 666*
  
Balance as at 31 December   3,686 5,603

   

(in eur x 1,000)                            1-2 years > 2 years total
   
Expiry date earn out obligations as at year-end 2009  1,592 2,094 3,686

*     Please refer to page 50, under item 2, 'major accounting principles applied for the financial statements', for an explanation of the 

adjustments when comparing the figures to 2008. the changes are, in addition to the indicated adjustments, in accruing interest 

on earn out obligation +666. 

the turnover projections for the earn out periods for the participations are less favourable because of the worsening 
economic circumstances. Consequently, the fair value of the debt incurred from earn out works out lower at year-end 
2009, due to payment variances amounting to 2,480 (eur x 1,000).

14. Provisions
the changes in provisions are as follows:

 (in eur x 1,000)   2009 2008
    relating to vacant premises other  total  
Balance as at 1 January 290 565 855  481
Addition charged to the result 258 1,073 1,331  743
Allocated (179) (350) (529)  (369)

Balance as at 31 December 369 1,288 1,657  855

Around eur 0.2 million of the provisions (2008: around eur 0.1 million) have a duration of more than one year. 

14.1 Provision relating to vacant premises
the provision for vacant premises relates to future lease expenses, including the fixed costs associated with the lease, 
for the period of the contract during which the premises are not expected to be used.
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14.2 Other provisions
these provisions relate to work still to be carried out on projects that is charged to the fiscal year in accordance with 
the accounting principles for the financial statements.

15. Trade payables and other debts
the composition of the trade payables and other debts is as follows:

(in eur x 1,000)                             2009 2008
  
Trade payables    4,038 5,850
Taxation and social security premiums    2,692 2,087
Other payables   902 2,068
Accrued expenses   7,402 7,360
  
     15,034 17,365

the other payables item includes short-term liabilities such as liabilities pursuant to earn out obligations. 

the accrued liabilities item includes liabilities relating to holiday pay, annual leave and bonuses, as well as other items 
to be paid that are charged to the fiscal year in accordance with the accounting principles for the financial statements. 
the other liabilities at year-end 2009 and year-end 2008 have a duration of less than 1 year. 

As per 31 december 2009 Ctac has concluded a total credit facility with its bankers of eur 10.2 million, whereby it has 
been agreed with the bank that outstanding debt to the bank shall not exceed 70% of outstanding receivables of less 
than 90 days old. Security has been furnished in the form of a lien on receivables and company equipment.

16. Staffing costs
the composition of the staffing costs is as follows:

(in eur x 1,000)                             2009 2008
  
Salaries   31,153 28,768
Social security premiums   4,253 3,491
Pension costs   1,281 1,126
Other staffing costs   1,481 2,633
  
     38,168 36,018

the pension costs relate to the payment of contributions pursuant to a defined contribution plan. the other staffing 
costs include costs such as travel and accommodation expenses and training costs. the average staffing level (Ftes)  
in 2009 was 460 (2008: 415).

17. Other operating costs
the other operating costs can be specified as follows:

(in eur x 1,000)                             2009 2008
   
Car costs   5,168  4,683
Accommodation costs   2,069  1,706
Marketing and sales costs   1,419    953
Other costs   3,093  2,678
     
     11,749  10,020
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the other costs include items such as the costs of information management and automation, insurance, auditors’  
fees and consultancy fees.

the accommodation costs recognise an amount of around eur 1.2 million (2008: around eur 1.1 million) for  
operational lease contracts.

the car costs recognise an amount of around eur 3.8 million (2008: around eur 3.5 million) for operational lease 
contracts with regard to cars.

the level and composition of the auditors’ fees is as follows (x 1,000):
a.  Auditing the financial statements: eur 95 
b.  other auditing assignments: eur 3 
c.  other non-auditing services: eur 34
d.  Consequently, the total auditors’ fees amount to eur 132 

18. Financing gains and losses
the financing gains and losses are specified as follows:

(in eur x 1,000)                             2009 2008
   
     
Financing gains   450  383
Financing losses    (800)  (761)
Accruing interest on earn out obligation   (432) (666)* 
    
Balance of total financing gains and losses   (782)  (1,044) 

*    Please refer to page 50, under item 2: 'major accounting principles applied for the financial statements' for an explanation of the 

adjustments when comparing the figures to 2008. the changes are, in addition to the indicated adjustments, in accruing interest 

on earn out obligation -/-666. 

the financing losses item recognises the interest due on the long-term loan, the amounts drawn under current account 
credit facility with banks, and interest due on taxes.

19. Taxation

tax position and tax burden (in eur x 1,000)   2009 2008
  
Actual tax liabilities   (553) 1,474
Deferred tax liabilities   988 272*
  
tax burden pursuant to the consolidated financial statements   435 (1,746)

*     Please refer to page 50, under item 2, 'major accounting principles applied for the financial statements', for an explanation of the 

adjustments when comparing the figures to 2008. the adjustment is in: deferred tax liabilities +204. 
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the tax burden as a percentage is 17.1% (2008: 26.1%) and is composed as follows:

     2009 2008
  
Nominal tax burden   25.5 25.5
Tariff differences abroad   -3.3 1.8

Setting off of losses not recognised in the past   -1.6 -0.5
Not included latencies for losses in the fiscal year   -2.2 0.2
Deferred tax obligation not recognised in the past in respect of  
intangible assets related to developed products   - 0.5

Undeductible amounts   -1.1 0.0
Effects of reduced tariff on first threshold   - -1.3
Incidental items         0.2 -0.1
tax burden pursuant to the consolidated financial statements   17.1 26.1*

*    Please refer to page 50, under item 2: ‘major accounting principles applied for the financial statements’ for an explanation of the 

adjustments when comparing the figures to 2008. the adjustment is in: tax burden pursuant to the consolidated financial  

statements -/-0.4. 

the effective tax burden has been calculated on the basis of the result, excluding the result from selling participations.
the impact of losses not recognised in the past stems from the results of group companies that are eligible for com-
pensation during the fiscal year, for which no active latencies were created in respect of such compensation.
the rights to compensate losses against taxable profits are recognised when it is expected that compensation will be 
honoured. no deferred tax claim has been recognised with regard to off-settable losses of around eur 0.2 mio (loss 
in germany), because it is insufficiently probable that in future taxable profits will become available for off-setting 
against. the losses in germany can be compensated without limit.
the total of the off-settable tax losses is around eur 3.6 mio at year-end 2009 (around eur 1.4 mio at year-end 2008). 

20. Results per share
Profit per share and diluted profit per share
the calculation of base profit and the diluted profit per share accruing to the shareholders of the parent company is 
based on the following data:

the calculation of base profit and the diluted profit per share accruing to the shareholders of the parent company is 
based on the following data:
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profit (loss) per share    2009 2008
     
Result for the purpose of base profit per share  
(net profit during the fiscal year accruing to the shareholders  
of the parent company) (EUR x 1,000)   (2,115) 4,947
     
Net profit from discontinued activities) (EUR x 1,000)   -    -
     
Result for the purpose of base profit per share from continued activities) (EUR x 1,000) (2,115) 4,947
     
number of shares   2009 2008
     
Number of ordinary shares, 1 January   11,526,459 8,889,525
Number of ordinary shares, 31 December   11,526,459 11,526,459
Number of weighted average outstanding ordinary shares   11,526,459 11,069,062
     
Net profit during the reporting period accruing to the shareholders  
of the parent company (EUR x 1,000)    (2,115) 4,947
     
Profit per weighted average outstanding ordinary shares (EUR x 1,000)  (0.18) 0.45
     
Fair value of earn out obligations (EUR x 1,000)    4,319 
     
Average rate (EUR)   2.67 
     
Potential dilution of ordinary shares (EUR x 1,000)   1,617,603 
     
Potential number of shares for the purpose of diluted profit per share  13,144,062 
     
Net profit during the reporting period accruing to the shareholders  
of the parent company and to the minority shareholders of the subsidiaries (EUR x 1,000) (2,115) 
     
net result per share after potential dilution   * 

*    net result per share after potential dilution for 2009 is not included. Potential ordinary shares must be treated as diluted if and 

only if conversion into ordinary shares would decrease or increase, as the case may be, the profit of loss from continued  

operating activities (iAS 33.41).

21. Conditional and contractual obligations not shown on the balance sheet
the Company and its participations have provided guarantees for a total amount of around eur 0.3 million (2008: 
around eur 0.3 million). these guarantees have been issued in respect of current lease obligations. 

At year-end 2009 Ctac n.V. has no material investment obligations for tangible and intangible fixed assets.

Cars made available to staff are usually obtained via operational leases with contract periods ranging from 36 to 60 
months. Within this context, the company and its participations have lease obligations amounting to a total of ca.  
eur 6.3 million (2008: eur 7.0 million). 

All premises accommodating the group’s companies are leased. Ctac n.V. does not own any premises. the company 
and its participations have lease obligations amounting to a total of ca. eur 2.6 million (2008: eur 3.6 million).  
this relates to rental obligations for office premises in the netherlands (’s-Hertogenbosch, Barneveld and eindhoven), 
Belgium (Wommelgem and drongen) and germany (munich and ratingen). 

this relates to operational lease obligations pertaining to the lease of cars for staff in the netherlands and Belgium 
with durations between 1 and 5 years. 
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the composition of the lease obligations is as follows:

 (in eur x 1,000) lease rental    2009 2008 
   obligations obligations   
      
Duration of less than one year 3,114 1,287  4,401 4,531
Duration of more than one year and less than five years 3,172 1,297 4,469 6,123
Duration of longer than five years        
    
    6,286 2,584 8,870 10,654

the Company and most of its dutch group companies form one or more fiscal entities for corporation tax purposes. 
Pursuant to this arrangement the companies involved are severally liable for the obligations of the fiscal entity.

22. Acquisitions and divestments

22.1 Effects of acquisitions
Purchases of the group’s companies have had the following effects on Ctac n.V.’s asset and liability position:

Investments (in eur x 1,000)   2009 2008
  
Tangible fixed assets                        19  12
Intangible fixed assets product development   - 1,564
Intangible fixed assets related to customers and orders                      839  277
Intangible fixed assets related to orders                        31  -
Trade receivables and claims                      953 251
Liquid assets                        77  169
Provisions  
Balances of deferred taxes   (249) (469)*
Trade payables and other short-term payables                      (783) (508)
  
Net identified assets and liabilities   887 1,296
  
Goodwill of acquired group companies   2,091 7,050*
  
purchase price new acquisitions                   2,978 8,346
earn out payments for acquisitions in previous years   2,210 
Deferred purchase price                      (694) (4,167)
Financing of purchase price by issuing shares   - (2,423)
Financing of purchase price through long-term loan                   (1,470) -
  
Paid purchase price / cash   3,024 1,756
Purchased liquid assets                        (77) (169)
  
net cash outflow acquisitions        2,947  1,587

*  Please refer to page 50, under item 2: ‘major accounting principles applied for the financial statements’ for an explanation of the 

adjustments when comparing the figures to 2008. the adjustment is in: balances of deferred taxes -/-469, goodwill of acquired 

group companies +469.
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other information (all amounts in eur x 1,000):

    2009  2008
Additional acquisition costs 
- advisory costs 79 85
Method of evaluating shares issued n/a  Stock exchange price at  
for acquisition   time of issuing
Factors that contributed to a purchase  - Purchase price  - Purchase price 
price resulting in acquiring goodwill - Additional costs  - Additional costs
Net profit for entities merged during the  
fiscal year from moment of take-over 220 156
Pro forma return and profit or loss of  Acquisition took place    
the merged entity from 1 January  on 1 January; pro forma 
   return not applicable  130

23. Related parties

23.1 Identity of related parties
As parties related to Ctac n.V., the group companies, the members of the Supervisory Board and the members of the 
Board of directors must be distinguished.

23.2 Transactions with members of the Board and members of the Supervisory Board

23.2.1 Remuneration policy
the objective of Ctac n.V.’s remuneration policy is providing a transparent insight into the policy that should be  
applied in connection with the remuneration of the members of the Board of directors and the management. the 
need to be able to permanently secure the availability of qualified and experienced managers is also taken into  
account. Such a policy cannot be seen separately from the following principles:
-  the interest of the customer is pivotal. that interest is served when the members of the Board of directors and  

managers satisfy the most stringent professional requirements, necessitating adequate remuneration.
-  the remuneration reflects the expertise, commitment and involvement exhibited by the members of the Board of 

directors and by the managers for the benefit of Ctac n.V.
-  the level of remuneration is, to a certain extent, in line with the remuneration of members of Board of directors and 

managers at comparable companies, and contains a fixed and a variable element.
-  the remuneration must be partly in line with the results achieved by Ctac n.V. and is therefore every year an item on 

the agenda for the Supervisory Board meeting that reviews issues such as the specification of the performance  
criteria to be tested in determining the remuneration.

-  the policy governs the members of the Board of directors and the most senior management level, and serves as a 
building block for the remuneration structure of the management within Ctac n.V..

23.2.2 Remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors
the following amounts for the remuneration of the members of the Board of directors have been recognised in the 
results for 2009 and 2008 respectively:
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remuneration of members of the Board of directors and Supervisory Board:

(in eur x 1,000)   2009 2008
  
Board of Directors 
  
Total remuneration Mr Wienbelt    212 236
Of which pension and disability benefit insurance   15 13
of which variable remuneration   - 47
  
Total remuneration Mr Van Groenendael   222 221
of which pension and disability benefit insurance   - -
of which variable remuneration   - 55
  
Former directors  
  
Total remuneration Mr Hogendoorn   1,267 130
of which pension and disability benefit insurance   27 12
of which variable remuneration   - 26

the variable remuneration for 2008 has been agreed after the financial statements for 2008 had been definitely  
approved. the actual amounts paid are listed in the comparative figures for 2008. the amounts differ slightly from  
the amounts originally stated in the financial statements for 2008.

the level of the variable element of the remuneration depends on the extent to which agreed targets are achieved. 
the major targets relate to the development of the turnover and result, management of working capital, customer 
satisfaction and employee satisfaction.

Cars and mobile telephones are made available to the members of the Board of directors of the Company.  
they also receive a monthly expense allowance to cover their expenses. 

neither loans, nor advances or guarantees have been granted to members of the executive Board. 

Possible compensation that mr Wienbelt and mr Van groenendael may receive in the event of separation is not laid 
down in their contracts and, consequently, is not maximised. 

At the end of 2009 discontinuing the appointment of mr Hogendoorn proved unavoidable. 
mr Hogendoorn stepped down as chairman of the Board of directors of Ctac n.V. on 4 january 2010. 
mr Hogendoorn left the services of the Company on 1 February 2010.

total remuneration of mr Hogendoorn, including separation bonus, is eur 960,000. 
the separation bonus conforms to the contractual stipulations.

23.2.3 Shares held by the members of the Board of Directors
At year-end 2009 the members of the Board of directors held 1,860,167 shares in Ctac n.V. (year-end 2008: 1,936,667). 
the breakdown of the shares held by members of the Board of directors is as follows:

      2009 2008
   
W.J. Wienbelt    215,000 215,000
H.P.W.P.T.M. van Groenendael     1,645,167  1,721,667

23.2.4 Option rights assigned to and held by members of the Board of Directors
the number of outstanding option rights shall not exceed 10% of the number of outstanding ordinary shares.  
there are no outstanding option rights.
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23.2.5 Remuneration of the Supervisory Board

(in eur x 1,000)   2009 2008
  
Supervisory Board:
  
H.G.B. Olde Hartmann   30 30
A.J.Th. van den Huijsen   13 25
H.P.M. Jägers   25 25
E. Kraaijenzank   16 -

mr Van den Huijsen stepped down as a member of the Supervisory Board on 20 may 2009.
mr kraaijenzank was appointed as a member of the Supervisory Board on 20 may 2009.

23.2.6 Shares held by the members of the Supervisory Board
the members of the Supervisory Board do not hold any shares in Ctac n.V. the members of the Supervisory Board 
have not been granted any option rights.

24. Events after balance sheet date
24.1 Ctac completes take-over of Yellow2B and Yellow & Red
on 16 november 2009 Ctac signed a letter of intent for taking over yellow2B and yellow & red. Ctac completed this 
take-over on 28 january 2010. on 1 january 2010 Ctac acquired 52 percent of the shares of both companies. the 
purchase price depends entirely on the results of yellow2B and yellow & red in the coming four years. during this 
period the interest will gradually be built up to one hundred percent. 

this acquisition strengthens Ctac’s position in the market of iCt specialists in the netherlands and Belgium.  
the acquisition of yellow2B enables Ctac to offer new proposals in the market in the fields of SAP usability and SAP 
integration. yellow & red has a proven track record in the fields of internet applications, content management and 
e-business solutions. this take-over allows Ctac to project an enhanced profile in this field and will enable Ctac to 
expand its position with microsoft products at accelerated pace. Both companies serve the enterprise market outside 
Ctac’s customer base. 

yellow2B, specialist for SAP netWeaver, was established in 2001 and offers integration solutions that unlock SAP  
systems and make them accessible in a user-friendly manner yellow & red, established in 2000, focuses on the  
realisation of internet applications, content management and e-business solutions. yellow2B and yellow & red have 
been profitable since their establishment and generated a joint turnover in 2009 of around eur 3.2 million. At the end 
of december 2009, both companies had 21 staff between them.

yellow2B and yellow & red will operate in the market independently and under their own names as part of Ctac.  
the SAP netWeaver consultants of Ctac will be attached to yellow2B.
 
24.2 Founding Ctac France and acquiring majority stake in Alpha Distri
At the end of january 2010, Ctac announced the opening of an office in Paris. this new organisation will mainly  
concentrate in offering Ctac’s retail solutions to medium-sized businesses. in France, this segment is not yet served 
with powerful solutions. Ctac is entering the French market with its Fit4retail SAP template and the multi Channel  
solution XV retail. together, they offer all functionality to retailers and can be implemented in a short time. Ctac 
France will cooperate closely with SAP France in this.

Within the framework of further internationalisation of the multi Channel solution XV retail, Ctac will simultaneously 
acquire a stake of 50.5% in Alpha distri. Ctac already has the distribution rights for XV retail within the Benelux, in 
combination with SAP erP (for retail). the other distribution rights are absorbed into Alpha distri. the level of the  
distribution rights within Alpha distri is 20% of the total turnover in licence and maintenance. Ctac is paying eur 0.4 
million for this majority stake.

A positive contribution to profit per share is expected for 2010 from both Ctac France and the acquisition of Alpha 
distri.
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24.3 Take-over Meridian IT
on 11 march 2010, Ctac announced that it was acquiring a majority stake in meridian it, Sme supplier of SAP Business 
one. this acquisition fits into the strategy of Ctac of expanding its Business one activities. through the acquisition, 
Ctac strengthens its position in the market for Sme solutions based on SAP software.

meridian it in leeuwarden was founded in 2008. the company advises Sme customers on deploying SAP Business 
one and supplies and implements that software. Ctac enters at nominal value and acquires an interest of sixty percent 
in the company. the stake will gradually be built up to one hundred percent over the coming years. the acquisi-
tion price of the remaining stake depends on the future results of meridian it. Ctac is aiming to realise a turnover of 
800,000 euros with meridian in the first year after acquisition and to close the year profitably.

it is not always possible to provide insight into the amounts on acquisition date for every category of assets, obligati-
ons and conditional obligations and a description of the factors that featured in determining the acquisition price. this 
is, because in some cases, formal financial statements of the acquired parties are not yet available. the fair value that 
must be accorded to the intangible fixed assets must still be worked out and determined. Where applicable, this will 
happen within 12 months from the date of acquisition.
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company balancE shEEt as at 31 DEcEmbEr 2009 (aFtEr appropriation)
 
(in eur x 1,000)  2009  2008
    
aSSetS    
    
   Fixed assets    
    
25)   Tangible fixed assets 19  3,384 
    
26)   Intangible fixed assets 4,431  20,210* 
    
27)   Financial fixed assets    
27.1 Participations 22,488  13,394* 
27.2 Deferred tax claims 816  337 
    
    27,754  37,325
   current assets    
    
28)   Trade receivables and other accounts receivable 471  13,979 
    
     471  13,979
    
    28,225  51,304
    
lIaBIlItIeS    
    
29)  Shareholders’ equity    
    
   Issued and paid-up capital 2,766  2,766 
   Premium 10,690  10,690  
   Other reserves 4,905  8,519* 
    
    18,361  21,975
           
30)  long-term liabilities    
       
    Other liabilities -  5,603* 
         Deferred tax liabilities -  379* 
    -  5,982
    
    Short-term liabilities    
    
       Owed to banks -  10,477 
31)   Provisions -  442 
32)   Trade payables and other debts 9,864  12,428 
    
    9,864  23,347
    
    28,225  51,304

*    Please refer to page 50, under item 2: ’major accounting principles applied for the financial statements’ for an explanation of the 

adjustments when comparing the figures to 2008. the adjustments are in: intangible fixed assets -/-1,033, shareholders’ equity 

+77 and long-term liabilities -/-1,110. 
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company proFit-anD-loss account For 2009

(in eur x 1,000)   2009 2008
    
Results from group companies after tax    1,032 4,021*
Other gains and losses after tax   (3,147) 926*
   
net  profit   (2,115) 4,947

*   Please refer to page 50, under item, 2: ‘major accounting principles applied for the financial statements’ for an explanation of the 

adjustments when comparing the figures to 2008.  the adjustments are in: results from group companies after tax +518, other 

revenues and charges after tax  -/-441. 

notEs to thE company balancE shEEt anD proFit-anD-loss account

General
the Company financial statements of Ctac n.V. are drawn up in accordance with the statutory provisions laid down in 
title 9, Book 2 of the netherlands Civil Code. the option provided by Article 2:362 of the netherlands Civil Code to 
apply the accounting principles of the consolidated financial statements (iFrS) for valuation and result when drawing 
up the Company financial statements, has been made use of in this regard. 

With regard to the Company profit-and-loss account the exemption provided pursuant to Article 402, Book 2 of the 
netherlands Civil Code has been made use of. 

group companies are recognised in the Company balance sheet at net asset value. A possible negative valuation of 
the participation is deducted from the claim on the relevant group company.

25. Tangible fixed assets
the changes in the tangible fixed assets are as follows:

(in eur x 1,000)         

Structural  
alterations to 

leased property computers Inventory total
2009 2008 2009 2008 2009 2008 2009 2008

         
Book value as at 1 January 226 165 2,904 2,531 254 244 3,384 2,940
Investments - 131 19 1,957 - 88 19 2,176
Investments as a result of         
purchase of group companies - - - - - - - -
Divestments (226) - (2,904) (10) (254) - (3,384) (10)
Depreciation - (70) - (1,574) - (78) - (1,722)

        
Book value as at 31 December - 226 19 2,904 - 254 19 3,384

        
Total acquisition cost - 717 19 6,778 - 1,089 19 8,584
Increase in acquisition value follo-
wing purchase of group companies - - - - - - - -
Total depreciation - (491) - (3,874) - (835) - (5,200)
Increase in depreciation as a result 
of purchasing group companies - - - - - - - -

        
Book value as at 31 December - 226 19 2,904 - 254 19 3,384
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the divestments are the result of transferring the tangible assets at book value to Ctac nederland B.V.

26. Intangible fixed assets
the changes in the intangible fixed assets are as follows:

(in eur x 1.000)        

Goodwill

Intangible fixed 
assets related 
to customers 

and orders

Intangible fixed 
assets related 
to developed 

products

In-house  
produced intan-

gible  
fixed assets total

2009 2008 2009 2008 2009 2008 2009 2008 2009 2008
           
 Book value as at  
1 January 2008 19,566  -  - 2,126 21,692
Adjustments to 
initial balance  
sheet figures (2,302) - - - (2,302)

Book value as at  
1 January 19,075 17,264 - - - - 1,679 2,126 20,754 19,390
Investments - 7,648 - - - - - - 7,648
Adjustments to  
i\Investments (346)* - - - (346)
payment variances - 8,139 - - - - - - - 8,139
Adjustments to  
payment variances 2,105* - - - 2105
Divestments (15,875) - - - - - - - (15,875) -
Depreciation - - - - - - (448) (448) (448) (448)

         
Book value as at  
31 December 3,200 18,532 - - - - 1,231 1,678 4,431 20,210

         
Total acquisition 
cost 3,200 18,532 - - - - 2,238 2,238 5,438 20,770
Total depreciation - - - - - - (1,007) (560) (1,007) (560)

         

Book value as at  
31 December 3,200 18,532 - - - - 1,231 1,678 4,431 20,210

*    Please refer to page 50, under item 2: ’major accounting principles applied for the financial statements’ for an explanation of the 

adjustments when comparing the figures to 2008. 

the divestments in 2009 are the result of transferring the intangible assets at book value to Ctac nederland B.V. 

27. Financial fixed assets
the composition of the financial fixed assets is as follows:

 (in eur x 1,000)    2009 2008
    
Participations   22,488 13,394*
Deferred tax receivable   816 337
  
     23,304 13,731

*   Please refer to page 50, under item 2: ’major accounting principles applied for the financial statements’ for an explanation of the 

adjustments when comparing the figures to 2008. the adjustment is in: participations +490
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27.1 Participations
the participations item is specified as follows:

 (in eur x 1,000)   2009  2008
     
Position at 1 January including participations acquired      13,830  7,952
Result from participations 1,163  3,918 
Result from participations   103* 
Acquired participations 19,890  1,769 
Adjustments to acquired participations   (593)* 
Transferred participations (11,670)   
    
Receivables participations (725)  245 
    8,658  5,442
    
position as at 31 December  22,488  13,394

*  Please refer to page 50, under item 2: ‘major accounting principles applied for the financial statements’ for an explanation of the 

adjustments when comparing the figures to 2008.

on 1 january 2009 Ctac n.V. transferred participations to Ctac nederland B.V. against issuing shares by Ctac  
nederland B.V.

27.2 Deferred tax claims
Changes in deferred tax claims are specified as follows:

 (in eur x 1,000)    2009 2008
  
Balance as at 1 January   337 813
Addition to deductible losses   479 
Withdrawal because of carry back    (476)
  
position as at 31 December   816 337

Please refer to Appendix 1 to the financial statements for an overview of name, location and capital interests.

28. Trade receivables and other accounts receivable
the specification of the trade receivables and other receivables is as follows:

 (in eur x 1,000)    2009 2008
    
Trade receivables   - 4,367
Inter-company trade receivables   - 897
Provision for doubtful accounts receivable   -    (214)
   
Trade receivables - net    - 5,050
Turnover still to be invoiced in respect of services already rendered   - 1,967
Claims on group companies   451 6,269
Other receivables   20 59
Prepayments and accrued income   - 634
         
Balance as at 31 December    471 13,979

29. Shareholders’ equity
See the statement of assets and liabilities on page 48.
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30. Long-term liabilities
the composition of the long-term liabilities is as follows:

30.1 Other liabilities
this relates to Ctac’s long-term obligations towards minority shareholders of subsidiaries of Ctac n.V. with whom Ctac 
has concluded earn out and/or supplementary payment agreements. in 2009 the subsidiaries were transferred to Ctac 
nederland B.V. against issuance of shares. therefore, the earn out obligations have also been transferred.

(in eur x 1,000)      Balance sheet value                         2009 2008
  
Balance as at 1 January as per the financial statements 2008    12,720
Adjustment to initial balance    (3,090)*
Balance as at 1 January   5,603 9,630
Expiry because of settlement    (9,233)
Adjustment to settlement    2,101*
New obligations in connection with new acquisitions    4,167
Adjustments new acquisitions    (1,093)*
Transfer to short-term liabilities    (562)
Accruing interest obligations    593*
Transfer to Ctac Nederland B.V.   (5,603) 
  
Balance as at 31 December   - 5,603

*   Please refer to page 50, under item 2: ‘major accounting principles applied for the financial statements’ for an explanation of the 

adjustments when comparing the figures to 2008.  

30.2 Deferred tax liabilities
Changes in deferred tax obligations are specified as follows:

 (In eur x 1,000)   2009 2008
   
Balance as at 1 January    379 787*

Addition because of new obligations    279*
Changes in connection with variances in payments and valuation    (536)*
Withdrawal in connection with interest accruals    (151)*
  
Transfer to Ctac Nederland B.V.   (379) 
Balance as at 31 December   - 379

*    Please refer to page 50, under item 2: ‘major accounting principles applied for the financial statements’ for an explanation of the 

adjustments when comparing the figures to 2008. the adjustment is in: deferred tax liabilities +379.

31. Provisions
the changes in provisions are as follows:

 (in eur x 1,000)   2009 2008 
    relating to vacant premises other  total  
Balance as at 1 January 290 152 442 191
Transfer to Ctac Nederland B.V. (290) (152) (442) -
Addition charged to / withdrawal in favour of the result - -        - 290
Allocated - - - (39)
     
Balance as at 31 December - - - 442
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32. Trade payables and other debts
the composition of the trade payables and other debts is as follows:

(in eur x 1,000)   2009 2008
  
Trade payables    - 4,174
Inter-company trade payables   587 1,371
Taxation and social security premiums    - 830
Other payables   - 63
Other inter-company payables   8,157 3,400
Accrued expenses   1,120 2,590
Balance as at 31 December   9,864 12,428

staFF 
the average staffing level (Ftes) in 2009 was 3.
Ctac n.V. has no staff working outside the netherlands.

conDitional obligations
Fiscal entity for corporation tax
the Company is in part a member of a fiscal entity for corporation tax purposes. Pursuant to this arrangement the 
Company is severally liable for the obligations of the fiscal entity as a whole.

DirEctors’ DEclaration
Pursuant to new statutory provisions the directors hereby declare that to the best of their knowledge:
1.  the financial statements, as enclosed on pages 46 to 86 inclusive in this Annual report, give a true and fair view of 

the  assets, liabilities, financial position and profit in the fiscal year for Ctac n.V. and the companies jointly included 
in the consolidation;

2.  the annual report gives a true and fair view of the situation at balance sheet date and the situation during the fiscal 
year at Ctac n.V. and the companies affiliated to Ctac n.V., of which the figures are incorporated in the financial 
statements. the material risks facing Ctac n.V. are described in the annual report. 

‘s-Hertogenbosch, 25 March 2010

Board of Directors    Supervisory Board

Mr H.L.J. Hilgerdenaar    Mr H.G.B. Olde Hartmann
Mr H.P.W.P.T.M. van Groenendael   Mr H.P.M. Jägers
Mr W.J. Wienbelt     Mr E. Kraaijenzank
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 statutory provision rEgarDing proFit 
appropriation 
According to article 29 of the statutes, a dividend 
on the priority share equal to six percent (6%) of the 
nominal amount is paid out. Subsequently, the board 
of directors, under the approval of the Supervisory 
Board, determines which part of the remaining  
profits are reserved. the residual profit after  
reservation is made available to the shareholders 
Annual general meeting. 

proposED proFit appropriation 
the proposal to be submitted to the shareholders 
Annual general meeting is to not pay out any  
dividend for 2009. 

spEcial statutory controlling rights 
Special controlling rights apply to the priority share 
held by Ctac n.V’s  Priority Foundation regarding the 
appointment, suspension and dismissal of manage-
ment, issuance of shares, priority rights, statutes 
modification and dissolution of the company. 

saFEguarDing mEasurEs
Ctac has the following safeguarding measures:
- preferential shares held by the Priority Foundation; 
-  the possibility to place preference shares at the 

Continuity Foundation; 
- certification of the shares. 

 rEgarDing availability, thE FolloWing 
appliEs: 
Priority Foundation
the issuance of shares happens in accordance with a 
decision of the Priority Foundation. the appointment 
of the Priority Foundation as the competent body 
for issuance can be extended by no longer than five 
years at a time by the statutes or by decision of the 
shareholders Annual general meeting. 

decisions concerning the issuance of preferred 
shares or the granting of any right to take such 
shares from other organs than the shareholders 

Annual general meeting are always subject to the 
cooperation of the Supervisory Board. the approval 
of the Supervisory Board is required for the transfer 
of preferred shares. the priority right for the issuance 
of shares can be limited or excluded by the Priority 
Foundation. the authority of the Priority Foundation 
in this matter ends the moment the authority of the 
priority of issuance of the shares ends. the Priority 
Foundation also plays a role in the appointment,  
suspension and dismissal of the board of directors. 
the Board of directors is appointed by the share-
holders Annual general meeting, from a binding 
nomination of at least two people, to be made by 
the Priority Foundation. A decision to suspend or  
dismiss a member of the Board of directors, if not 
made upon a proposal of the Foundation, shall 
require a majority of two thirds of the votes cast 
representing more than half of the issued capital. 
Finally, the Priority Foundation plays a crucial role 
in statute changes and the decision to dissolve the 
company: such decisions may only be taken based 
on a proposal from the Priority Foundation.

continuity FounDation ctac
the Continuity Foundation aims to defend the 
interests of Ctac, including its affiliated businesses 
and businesses affiliated to its group companies and 
all the stakeholders involved. Such that the interests 
of the company, group companies and businesses 
and all stakeholders are protected as well as possible 
and to ensure that influences in conflict with those 
interests that could affect the independence and/or 
continuity and/or the identity of the company, group 
companies and businesses, are suppressed to the 
greatest extent, as is carrying out anything that may 
be related, or conducive, to the above. the Continuity 
Foundation seeks to achieve its goal by acquiring 
and holding shares - preference shares in particular 
- in the capital of the company and by exercising the 
rights related to those shares, including in particular 
the voting rights on those shares. the Continuity 
Foundation can only acquire preference shares, as 
referred to above - without the cooperation of the 

other information
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general meeting of shareholders of the company 
- including acquiring the right to take preference 
shares - up to an amount of 50% of the total nominal 
amount of the ordinary shares issued and the priority 
share issued in the capital of the company. Prefe-
rence shares may be issued against partial payment 
in full, provided that the part of the nominal amount 
required to be paid out must be equal for each 
preference share and that when taking preference 
shares, at least one quarter of the nominal amount 
is paid. the Continuity Foundation is authorised to 
transfer the shares it has acquired, to pledge them - 
provided that the voting rights related to shares are 
not transferred to the property pledgee - or otherwise 
encumber them, provided that they have received 
approval from the supervisory board to transfer the 
shares.  
 
the board of the Continuity Foundation consists of 
two board members A and three board members 
B. the board members A are appointed under the 
approval of the supervisory board by the board of 
directors of the company, and selected among the 
members of the supervisory board or the board of 
directors. the board members B are appointed by 
the management of the Continuity Foundation itself, 
under the approval of the board of directors of the 
company, for which the board of directors also requires 
the approval of the supervisory board. the Continuity 
Foundation is independent of Ctac. the statutes of the 
Continuity Foundation contain guarantees for the  
independence of the board members B. Further-
more, the Continuity Foundation can only be  
represented by a board member A and a board 
member B acting jointly. if there is no board member 
A in office, the Continuity Foundation is represented 
by two board members B acting jointly. 

In 2009, the board members A of the Continuity 
Foundation were: 
1.   mr H.g.B. olde Hartmann  

(member since 18 may 2005) 
2.   mr W.j. Wienbelt  

(member since 28 February 2008) 

In 2009, the board members B of the Continuity 
Foundation were: 
1.   mr j.A. dekker (chairman)  

(member since 31 october 2005). 
2.   mr m.l.m. de Bruijn  

(board member since 5 march 1998)
3.  mr e. jamin  
 (board member since 5 march 1998)
 
mr j.A. dekker is president of the royal institute of 
engineers and Commissioner at royal BAm group 
and Agens and board member of de Baak. He also 
sits on the board of another Continuity Foundation, 
namely royal Boskalis. Previously he was employed 
by Akzo, gti and tno. most recently he was chair-
man of the board of tno.  
 
mr m.l.m. de Bruijn is director and large sharehol-
der of m.l.m. de Bruijn B.V. tax, legal and Financial 
engineering. His expertise lies in corporate (re)struc-
turing, mergers & acquisitions, funding of business 
projects, venture capital, etc. He is a member of the 
supervisory board of Hypotheek Visie B.V. and  
Hypotheek Visie Beheer B.V. among others. mr 
m.l.m. de Bruijn has previously worked as a partner 
at dlA Schut grosheide, de Brauw Blackstone  
Westbroek and Buruma maris lawyers.  
 
mr e. jamin is an independent consultant, working 
on an interim basis in medium and large enterprises 
and non-profit organisations. His specialisms lie in 
treasury advisory, support in change processes  
resulting automation or reorganization and the  
establishment and organisation of financial functions.  
mr e. jamin has previously been involved with  
Coopers & lybrand, Fuji Photo Film and Van den 
Boom groep, among others. the collective remune-
ration received by the directors by virtue of their role 
as board member of the Continuity Foundation is 
eur 7,200 for the year 2009. 

despite the obligation to make a public offer under 
the Financial Supervision Act, an obligation which 
applies to shareholders who have a package of at 
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least 30% of the voting rights available, it remains 
possible, in the event of a (hostile) tender bid, to 
issue protective preference shares to the Continuity 
Foundation. 

in the opinion of the management, supervisory 
directors and foundation management, the  
requirements of independence have been met.  
the board members B of the Continuity Foundation 
have signed a statement of independence, which  
is included as last paragraph in this chapter. 

cErtiFication oF thE sharEs 
Currently, no certificates have been issued in  
collaboration with the company. 

 continuity FounDation statEmEnt oF 
inDEpEnDEncE
the Board of directors of Ctac n.V. and management 
of the Ctac Continuity Foundation declare that in 
their joint opinion, the independence of the  

members of the board of the Ctac Continuity  
Foundation meets the requirements contained in  
the general rules of the euronext Amsterdam  
Stock market. 

Ctac N.V.
H.L.J. Hilgerdenaar
H.P.W.P.T.M. van Groenendael
W.J. Wienbelt

Ctac Continuity Foundation 
J.A. Dekker
H.G.B. Olde Hartmann
M.L.M. de Bruijn
E. Jamin
W.J. Wienbelt
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Report on the financial statements

We have audited the accompanying financial statements 2009 of Ctac n.V., ‘s-Hertogenbosch.  
the financial statements consist of the consolidated financial statements and the company financial  
statements. the consolidated financial statements comprise the consolidated balance sheet as at  
december 31, 2009, the profit and loss account, statement of changes in equity and cash flow statement 
for the year then ended, and a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory notes. 
the company financial statements comprise the company balance sheet as at december 31, 2009,  
the company profit and loss account for the year then ended and the notes.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained 
is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for 
our audit opinion.

opinion With rEspEct to thE consoliDat-
ED Financial statEmEnts
in our opinion, the consolidated financial statements 
give a true and fair view of the financial position 
of Ctac n.V. as at december 31, 2009, and of its 
result and its cash flows for the year then ended in 
accordance with international Financial reporting 
Standards as adopted by the european union and 
with Part 9 of Book 2 of the netherlands Civil Code.

opinion With rEspEct to thE company 
Financial statEmEnts
in our opinion, the company financial statements 
give a true and fair view of the financial position of 
Ctac n.V. as at december 31, 2009, and of its result 
for the year then ended in accordance with Part 9 of 
Book 2 of the netherlands Civil Code.

rEport on othEr lEgal anD/or rEgula-
tory rEQuirEmEnts
Pursuant to the legal requirement under 2:393 sub 
5 part f of the netherlands Civil Code, we report, to 
the extent of our competence, that the management 
board report is consistent with the financial state-
ments as required by 2:391 sub 4 of the netherlands 
Civil Code.  

Waalwijk, 25 march 2010

Was signed, 

HlB van daal & Partners n.V. 
Accountants & Belastingadviseurs 
drs. e.W. van der Haar rA 

managEmEnt’s rEsponsibility
management is responsible for the preparation 
and fair presentation of the financial statements in 
accordance with international Financial reporting 
Standards as adopted by the european union and 
with Part 9 of Book 2 of the netherlands Civil Code, 
and for the preparation of the management board 
report in accordance with Part 9 of Book 2 of the 
netherlands Civil Code. this responsibility includes: 
designing, implementing and maintaining internal  
control relevant to the preparation and fair presen-
tation of the financial statements that are free from 
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or 
error; selecting and applying appropriate accounting 
policies; and making accounting estimates that are 
reasonable in the circumstances.

auDitor’s rEsponsibility
our responsibility is to express an opinion on the  
financial statements based on our audit. We con-
ducted our audit in accordance with dutch law.  
this law requires that we comply with ethical  
requirements and plan and perform the audit to 
obtain reasonable assurance whether the financial 
statements are free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain 
audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures 
in the financial statements. the procedures selected 
depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the  
assessment of the risks of material misstatement of 
the financial statements, whether due to fraud or 
error. in making those risk assessments, the auditor 
considers internal control relevant to the entity’s 
preparation and fair presentation of the financial 
statements in order to design audit procedures that 
are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the 
purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness 
of the entity’s internal control. An audit also includes 
evaluating the appropriateness of accounting  
policies used and the reasonableness of accounting 
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating 
the overall presentation of the financial statements. 

auditor’s report
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results (x eur 1,000)  2009  2008 2007 

Net turnover  68,366 72,320 50,300 
Operating result   (1,760)   7,725   3,693 
Net profit   (2,115)   4,947   1,691 
Depreciation     2,888   2,382   1,558 
Cash-flow (net profit + depreciation)        773   7,329   3,249 

capital (x eur 1,000)

Tangible fixed assets     2,663   3,566   3,166 
Intangible fixed assets  25,169 25,212 22,009 
Deferred tax claims    1,128      356       813 
Current assets  14,942 21,254 17,438 
Short-term liabilities*  19,574 21,313 17,822 
Shareholders’ equity  18,361 21,975 10,571 
Total equity  43,902 50,388  43,427 

Staff

Number of employees at year-end   465 480 412 
Average number of employees (fte)  460 415 329 
Average number of chargeable employees (fte)  407 377 301 
Departures per year (headcount)  76 72 34 
Turnover per employee (per fte x EUR 1,000)  149 174 153
Turnover per chargeable employee (per fte x EUR 1,000)  168 192 167 
Net profit per employee (per fte x EUR 1,000)  (5) 12 5 

ratios

Operating result / net turnover  (2.6%) 10.7% 7.3% 
Net result / net turnover  (3.1%) 6.8% 3.4% 
Net result / average shareholders’ equity  (10.5%) 30.4% 16.8% 
Current assets / short-term obligations*  0.76 1.00 0.98 
Shareholders’ equity / total equity  42% 44% 24% 

Figures per share of eur 0.24 nominal  

Weighted average number of outstanding shares  11,526,459 11,069,062 8,860,202  
Dividend  0 0.13 0.06 
Net earnings  (0.18) 0.45 0.19 
Cash-flow  0.07 0.66 0.37

*  in conformity with 2009, for the years 2007 and 2008 the item provisions has been added to the item short-term liabilities.

 Because of this, the ratio current assets / short-term liabilities has also been adjusted for the relevant years.

Historical summary
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terminology index 

AiDc | Automatic identification & data Collection 
(automatic identification and collection of data)

-
Asp | Application Service Provider  
(the provision of applications over the Internet)

-
Asset management | the automated
management of operating assets
-
Bi (Business Intelligence) | the process of transforming 
data into information, which then provides knowledge
-
BW | Business Warehouse (SAP's analysis and 

reporting solution)

-
cpm | Corporate Performance management 
(the automated and structured monitoring

of business performance)

-
cRm | Customer relationship management 
(Integrated Customer Management)

-
cross applications | A means of enabling a 
variety of systems to interact with each other
-
customer service | Provision of services to 
customers
-
Discharge | release from liability, ratification
-
cWc | Central Works Council
-
Hosting | management of information systems 
-
pcm | Premium Content manager (a software module 

that links supplier catalogues to a specific ordering system)

-
plm | Product lifecycle management  
(the automated management of the lifecycle of a product,  

from development to phase-out)

-
portal | Central internet access to
applications and information
-
pi | Process integration (SAP module for the exchange of 

information between different systems)

-
sAp Business All-in-one | A ready-to-use template, 
tailored to specific industry requirements.
-
sAp Business one | Standard SAP package for 
smaller Sme companies (from 1 employee), simple to 
install and manage. Can be expanded with a range 
of supplementary packages.

sAp eRp system (Enterprise Resource Planning) | 
Software providing administrative support to 
company processes
-
sAp is-u system | SAP System focused specifically
on the utilities sector
-
sAp is-R system | SAP system focused specifically 
on the retail sector
-
sAp netWeaver | method for the integration 
of different (SAP) systems
(The application and integration platform for process- 

oriented management as well as the technical foundation  

for all SAP applications in the SAP business suite)

-
scm | Supply Chain management (approach and SAP-

specific software for the management of flows of information, 

money and goods in networks)

-
sem | Strategic enterprise management 
(SAP software modules for financial reports, planning and 

budgeting, performance monitoring and risk management)

-
service oriented Architecture (SOA) | 
remote access to existing systems 
(SOA combines SAP's experience in business solutions with 

the flexibility of Web services and open standards)

-
sRm | Supplier relationship management 
(automated management of supplier contacts)

-
supply chain execution | operations for the 
management of tasks concerning the flow of goods 
in the supply chain
-
template | A fixed processing element containing 
a section of code that can often be implemented 
rapidly
-
vAR | Value-Added reseller (a reseller who provides 

added value for a solution in the form of knowledge and 

expertise)

-
vnsg | Vereniging van nederlandse SAP
gebruikers (Association of dutch SAP users)
-
sapience | Belgian association of SAP users
-
Workflow solutions | Systems for the improvement 
of workflows
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DEcrEE on thE DisclosurE oF major holDings anD capital intErEsts  
(DEcrEE implEmEnting articlE 10 oF thE takEovEr DirEctivE)
the authorised capital of Ctac n.V. amounts to eur 7,200,000 and is divided into 30,000,000 shares of eur 0.24 
namely: 14,999,999 ordinary shares, 15,000,000 preference shares and 1 priority share. the issued capital consists 
of 11,526,459 ordinary shares and 1 priority share.

Further information regarding statutory provisions on net income and special statutory controlling rights of Ctac 
n.V. is included under "other information" in this annual report on page 88.

Pursuant to the Financial Supervision Act and the decree on the disclosure of major holdings and capital  
interests in securities-issuing establishments, the following major holdings involving Ctac n.V. have been  
disclosed to the Financial markets Authority:

Group companies / primary holdings location participation

Ctac Nederland B.V. ‘s-Hertogenbosch 100
 Ctac NetIT Services B.V. ‘s-Hertogenbosch 100
 Ctac B.V. ‘s-Hertogenbosch 100
 Ctac Business Services B.V. ‘s-Hertogenbosch 100
 Crossverge B.V. ‘s-Hertogenbosch 100
 IFS Probity B.V. Barneveld   60
 Ctac MKB B.V.  ‘s-Hertogenbosch 100
  Ctac Dynamics B.V. ‘s-Hertogenbosch 100
  mYuice Business One B.V. ‘s-Hertogenbosch 100
  mYuice Logistics B.V. ‘s-Hertogenbosch 100
  mYuice All-in-One B.V. ‘s-Hertogenbosch 100
   ERP 2 B.V. ‘s-Hertogenbosch 100

Ctac Deutschland GmbH Ratingen Germany 100
 Ctac Utilities GmbH Ratingen Germany   70
 Ctac SCM GmbH Ratingen Germany   85
 Ctac Retail GmbH Ratingen Germany 100

Ctac Belgium BVBA Wommelgem Belgium 100 
 Ctac Managed Services N.V. Wommelgem Belgium 100
 Ctac Enterprise Technology Management N.V. Wommelgem Belgium 99,95
 Ctac Square BVBA Wommelgem Belgium  93,33
 Ctac Intelligence BVBA Wommelgem Belgium 94
 Ctac AMI BVBA Wommelgem Belgium 95,99
 Ctac Logistics BVBA* Wommelgem Belgium 96,67
 Re-Spect BVBA Wommelgem Belgium 89,80

All the above mentioned companies of the group are fully included in the consolidation.
All shares provide the same rights.

* Ctac logistics BVBA has interests in:

-   Ctac enterprise technology management n.V. of 0,05%, therefore 100% of the shares in the company are held  

within the group;

- re-Spect BVBA of 10.2%, therefore 100% of the shares in the company are held within the group.
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